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Summary

SOMMAIRE
Ce memoire presente un systeme de transmission de donnees utlllsant comme

canal une Ugne d'energie electrlque (en anglals. Power Line CaTTierfPLC)). Ce systeme est
realise a 1'aide de la technique de spectre etendu.

Le chapitre 1 resume en bref quelques applications possibles de systemes PLC,
leurs partlcularites et classtflcation de meme que quelques considerations speciales au
systeme PLC propose ainsi qu'un cahler de charge sommaire du systeme a concevotr.

Le chapltre 2 presente les caracteristiques de la Ugne d'energie electrique, a savoir:
son brult et son Interference, 1'attenuation, I'lmpedance et les particularites de
transmission. Le chapltre 3 presente quant a lui la technique de communication a
spectre etendu et son application dans un systeme PLC.

Le chapitre 4 decrit la configuration du systeme PLC propose, Ie format et la forme
d'onde du signal, ainsl que la structure des donnees. Un modele de simulation et les
resultats de Panalyse spectrale bases sur ce modele sent egalement Ulustres dans ce
chapitre.

La conception des circuits et des logiciels du systeme PLC est detalllee
respectlvement aux chapitres 5 et 6.

Le chapltre 7 presente la configuration du montage utilise pour les tests et les
resultats obtenus des mesures effectuees sur ce systeme. La conclusion et des suggestions
cTameUoratlon du systeme sont aussi presentees dans ce chapltre.
Les schemas detallles du systeme, 1'organigramme du loglciel et la liste de tous les
programmes sont donnes dans les appendices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Using power lines as a transmission media is not a quite new idea. As early as

1950's, some international organizations published several standard documents related
to power Une carrier (PLC) applications [1]. In the beginning, the request was for a simple
and a low rate message transmission tn analog mode between an energy supplier and

thetr consumers. Today with the development of computer local area networks (LAN's)
and the various of electric/electronic utilities and sendces, a cheap and readily available
transmission media is a must. The Power line seems to be a good candidate for this
requirement considering its presence in already completed installation and its ease of
accessibility. The progress in the digital data communication field also makes a practical
data transmission system based on the power line channel possible. The potential
application areas of such a data transmission system may include [2-5]:
• Intrabuilding LAN for computer applications;
• Building environmental management;
• Home electrical utilities monitoring and control;
• Security and fire alarm monitoring;
• Electronic messaging;
• Others

However, as a transmission media, the properties of the power Une are not good

enough to support communication requirements because it was not originally designed
for this purpose. Usually, the power line suffers from high and unpredictable variations
in impedance, signal attenuation, interference and noise. Overcoming those

imperfections appears as a great challenge to the data transmission system engineers. In
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last years, considerable effort has been devoted to realize practical communication
systems on such a channel. Many research results have shown that spread spectrum

communication technique is a good candidate for this application.
The spread spectrum(SS) communication technique was developed primarily for
military and secure purpose. However, as time goes on, it was found that the SS technique
can be used in many more applications due to its excellent properties of anti-interference,
multiple-access and low power spectral density. Since interference and noise in the
power line occupy a quite wide frequency range with a relatively high density, a narrowband system, has almost no chance to perform in their presence. On the other hand, the
SS technique presents some advantages In this situation. Many PLC systems based on

the SS technique have been studied, and each one leads to different system configurations
and performances [2, 6, 7, 8].

Almost all researchers in this area believe that reducing the affection of noise and
interference is the most important topic to consider when designing a PLC system. In past
studies, the proposed interference rejection methods mainly fall into two categories. One
kind of methods works with the help of a noise notch filter. It uses a notch filter designed
with nuUs at 60 Hz (the AC power source frequency) and its harmonic frequency. It has a
relatively simple configuration but suffers from a low data rate limit (according to the
published results, the actual data rate could reach only one half of the power source
frequency—30bits/sec.)[9]. Furthermore, this type of systems is also sensitive to the
frequency shtft of the power source because it is normally designed for a fixed frequency
situation. It therefore cannot be thought as a practical system. Another type of methods
uses adaptive filter algorithms to match the variable status of the power line [10], but its
complexity and computation cost limit its application area.
To realize a practical system with an ideal noise and interference cancellation
performance. Prf. Noel Boutin proposed a new alternative for the above methods [15]. In
University of Sherbrooke
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the proposed system, the SS technique is retained in order to keep a low spectral density
and a good Immunity to the narrow-band interference. A multiple notch receiver filter

synchronized with the frequency of the power source is used to reject Its affection. Since
the parameters of the filter would track the frequency drift of the power source system, it
is not frequency sensitive and Is able to keep the suppression capability of the 60Hz and
its harmonies. More important, the data rate provided by this system can reach a quite
high level, and therefore could match to the normal data rate of standard data interfaces
(for example: 2400 bits/sec. 4800 bits/sec,.......... 19.200 bits/sec). This shows a possibility

of using the system in an intrabuUding environment for a real application purpose.

Based on this idea, a practical data transmission system was buUt up. Its basic

specifications are given as follows:

• Center frequency: 134.4KHz

• Spread spectrum bandwidth: 268.8KHz
• Channel Modulation: DS-SS-BPSK
• Channel transmission rate: 9.6kbits/sec.
• Data rate: 4.8kbits/sec.

• Signal formation: Packet

This system is a variant of a Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DS-SS) system. In
the input stage of the receiver, a specially designed comb notch filter Is inserted to
attenuate the 60Hz power source components and Its harmonies to a level as low as

possible. It effectively protects the data receiving circuits from such Interferences. Data
are transmitted on the channel in a packet format. This establishes a good basis for a
further high level error control strategy (for instance: ARQ). In the design of the
clock/frame synchronization circuit, the correlator and the comb notch filter,
programmable logic devices (PLD) are used so that powerful and easily modtfiable
functions are obtained within a compact size. The whole system is constructed around a
University of Sherbrooke
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microprocessor and thus requires a relatively simple hardware structure. With the

powerful processing capability of the microprocessor, many signal processings such as
the reference generating, the spread spectrum modulating, the data buffering and
decision, etc., are done by software instead of hardware. It makes the system having a

flexible configuration. The experimental results have shown that the system possesses a
pretty good interference and noise suppression performance. With some Improvements

and modifications, it could provide relatively reliable data transmission capability on
the power line with comparable low hardware cost. All the details of the system will be
discussed in next chapters.

Universitv of Sherbrpoke
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CHAPTER 2
POWER LINE PROPERTIES
The power lines could be divided tnto two types: high voltage transmission trunks
and low voltage distribution wires (110/220V). As a communication media, the first is
usually used for remote control and telemetry systems, and the latter is suitable for the
Information transmission over a relatively short distance and thus is our major study
object.

It is well known that a communication channel is usually corrupted by a certain
amount of noise and/or interferences. In regular channels (wire or wireless), Gaussian
noise is the main source of noise. With the power line, however, the situation is quite

different. The 60Hz component of power source system and its harmonies are the biggest
noise sources for a PLC system. The interferences from other equipments plugged on the
power line are also very strong as compared with the Gaussian noise. DtEFerences between

a power line channel and a regular transmission media could also be found with respect
to other parameters, such as line loss, impedance, frequency characteristics, ....... etc.

Thus, a good understanding of the properties of a power line is a necessary element in the
research of a good PLC system.

2.1 Noise

Noise on low voltage distribution wires (also called residential power line) can
generally be classified into four groups as follows [11, 12]:

a) Noise sunctvonous with the 60Hz power sustem freauencu

This noise is caused by switching devices, such as silicon-controlled rectlflers
(SCR's) and certain power suppliers. This noise is synchronous with, and drifts with, the
University of Sherbrooke
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60Hz power frequency. As Its name Implies, this noise has spectral lines at multiples of
60Hz (Figure 2.1-a).

b) Noise with a smooth spectrum.
This noise is often caused by loads on the line that do not operate synchronously
with the power line frequency, such as universal motors used In many household
appliances and workshop electric tools. This noise can be thought of as having a smooth
spectrum without stationary spectral lines. Over a small bandwidth, this noise may be
modeled as white noise (Figure 2.1-b).

c) Slnale-Event impulse noise

Lightning, thermostats, and switching of electrical utilities or devices, such as
capacitor banks, create the impulse noise.

d) Non sunchronous periodic noise

This noise has line spectra uncorrelated with the 60Hz power frequency. The most
common source of this type of noise is television receivers generating noise at multiple of
the 15.734KHz horizontal line scanning frequency (Figure 2.1-c).

Besides those mentioned above, background noise, typically Gaussian, also exist
on the power line.

Figure 2.2 gives a typical residential background noise spectrum on 240V-circuit.
The result contains the near flat spectrum of Gaussian noise, television video signal and
60Hz and its harmonies components. As one can easily see, the 60Hz and its harmonies
noise have level 10-30dB above the flat noise spectrum.
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Figure 2.1 Examples of specific noise spectra present on low voltage
distribution wires 111]
a) Voltage spectrum for synchronous noise (light dimmer) around

12480Hz
b) Voltage spectrum for noise created by universal motor (smooth
spectrum)
c) Voltage spectrum for non synchronous periodic noise
(television receiver)
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circuit [11]
2J2 Attenuation

It is veiy dif&cult to obtain an accurate attenuation characteristic of a power Hne.
The obseryation results reported In some papers 13, 6] show that it not only varies with
location sites, but also with time because every changing load on the power line, such as
when electrical equipment Is plugged In or unplugged, switched on or off, will results in
change of attenuation characteristic.
The attenuation of a power Bne consists of the line attenuatlon (due to resistance,
radiation. Induction, etc.), the shunt attenuatlon (power flowing into paths other than
the desired channel), the bypass losses (some equipment has a capacitor at the primary
side of their AC power transformer), and the coupling losses. Furthermore, if no perfect
match exists between power line and coupling device tmpedance, mismatch losses wffl
also be present.

Figure 2.3 gives a typical attenuatlon characteristic for a 100-foot long power-ltae
path. It could be seen that the attenuation curve tends to be flat in a relatively narrow
bandwidth but varies greatly with time. The attenuation of the power line tends to
University of Sherb rooke
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Increase as the frequency increases. The difference between the attenuatlon values at
different frequencies and time may be as high as to 50-70 dB.

-100

Figure 2.3 Variation tn attenuation for a 100-foot long power line on
different days and frequencies [6].

2.3 Impedance

The characteristic impedance of a transmission line is defined as the ratio
between the voltage and current of a traveling wave on a line of Infinite length. In some
studies, fhe power line Is treated as a transmission line (8, 13, 14]. Tlius the characteristic
impedance of the power line may be estimated by

^R+jcoL

">~\'G^jwC

However, this equation does not gtve an accurate enough Impedance value for the power

line due to too many branchings and loads of various impedances.
University oLSherbrooke
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In practical applications, a value of impedance to which the carrier coupling
equipment is matched in order to obtain minimum mismatch and maximum power
transfer Is often used to represent characteristic impedance of the power line. Many
researchers have published real observation results at different sites and times. There Is
large difference among those observation results. However, a common conclusion can be

obtained from those measurements: the characteristic impedance of the power line is a
function of frequency. It has a very low value at the lower frequency range (below
100KHz) and Increase as the frequency increases. Figure 2.4 shows a real measurement
result of the power line characteristic impedance by using the line impedance
stabilization network (USN) technique (14].

I

»MHz

20kHz

Figure 2.4 Power line characteristic Impedance (14J
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From the results, it can be concluded that the power line can be considered as a low

impedance transmission line. In the frequency range below 500KHz, its typical
impedance value Is around 1-50 ohms. Since most of the electrical equipments connected

to the power line have a parallel capacitor at their AC input terminals, the power line
characteristic impedance wiU obviously appear as capacitive.
2.4 Transmission characteristics

Using a power line as a transmission media is no more unregulated. Many

countries have adopted regulations. Concerning the allocated frequency band, a range
from 30KHz to 300KHz is assigned for PLC systems in the United States. In Canada,
limited use is made of frequency from 10 to 490KHz. There are also some countries that
use frequencies as high as 500KHz [1].
The frequency characteristic that the power line presents within its assigned
frequency band is a very important issue to a PLC system. Unfortunately, as other
characteristics mentioned above, the transmission characteristic of the power line
changes greatly with different sites and times. Figure 2.5-a gives a rough measurement
result of the transmission vs. frequency characteristic of a power line. Figure 2.5-b shows

the same channel characteristic obtained when different loads are plugged on the line [5].
All studies mentioned that the power line possesses many attractive features due
to its convenience and low cost. On the other hand, however, it Is a very hostile
transmission environment compared with other regular wires or wireless channels. It is
almost Impossible to realize a reliable data transmission on it unless some special
techniques are used.
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Figure 2.5 Transmission characteristic of power line
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CHAPTER 3
SPREAD SPECTRUM TECHNIQUE & PLC SYSTEM
The spread spectrum (SS) technique has decades of history by now. Its
development origin can even be traced back to 20s—30s of this century [16]. Its Initial
military purpose made it having great progress during and after World War II. Its
applications could be found In Radar, navigation, electronic counter measures (ECM) and
electronic counter-counter measures (ECCM), communications........... etc. In

communication area, the SS technique presents a superior anti-interference
performance over other communication techniques. Combtned with present digital

communication technologies, the SS communication system is playing an increasingly
Important role today.
3.1 Basic Anti-Interference Principle of SS System
The core content of the SS technique is a coherent transformation in the
frequency domain. The two basic processing operations, spreading and despreading
frequency spectra, are based on the use of an identical synchronized spread spectrum code
sequence at both transmitter and receiver. The sequence is a periodic binary bit stream

that has a pseudo-random distribution property of Its bit-Is and bit-Os. This property
makes the sequence look like wide band noise.
A brief indicative block diagram of the process is given in Figure 3.1. At the
transmitter, the original data (KD with rate of Rd bits/sec modulates the spreading code
sequence of rate J?ss bits/sec , which is far higher than that of d(t). This is so-called the
spreading process. At the receiver, an operation called despreading is taken place by

using a same sequence as the one used at the transmitter in conjunction with a device
called as correlator . When a match is reached between the received signal and the local
IJnwersifv of Sherbrooke
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code sequence, the correlator has a maximum value of output. The original message d(t) is
recovered and resumes its original bandwidth. On the other hand, the energy of noise and
interference added during the transmission process is spreaded over the bandwidth of the
sequence, and thus produces little efiTect on the recovered narrow-band signal.
Noise

B^~
TRANSMITTER

Spread

RECEIVER

^tv 1

Data
Noise

Data

w

PN sequence

Figure 3.1 Antl-interference principle of the SS technique
A basic performance measure of a SS system is the processing gain defined as:

G=-^

^

where:

(3.1)

RSS — spreading code sequence rate tn bits per second

Rd — data rate in bits per second

It represents, to a certain degree, how much anti-interference capability a SS system

could obtain compared with regular narrow-band systems through the spreading
—despreading process.

According to the way the spreading code sequence Is used, SS systems can be
classified tn the following four types of modes [17]:
• Direct Sequence Spreading (DS)
University of Sherbrooke
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• Frequency-Hopping (FH)
• Timlng-Hopping (TH)
• Linear Frequency Modulation (Chlrp)
In PLC applications, DS system seems to be a good choice due to Its simplicity. Depending
on the data modulation mode, it could be further divided into DS-PAM, DS-FM, DSBPSK, DS-QPSK,.......... and so on. DS-BPSK is known as the most popular mode, and will

be the one retained in the present study.
3.2 Spread Spectrum Code Sequence
The correlation operation tn the receiver of the DS system is based on the
assumption that the spreading sequence used in the system has pure noise properties, i.e.,
the sequence is aperiodic and has completely random distribution of "lws and U0"s. In

practice however, it is impossible to establish synchronization between the transmitter
and receiver by using such a sequence. Instead of a pure noise sequence, the most

popularly used spreading sequence for the SS system is a periodic sequence called pseudorandom or pseudo-noise sequence, or PN sequence in short. Maximum-length linear
shtft-register sequence , called M-sequence , is a typical one among several candidates.

This M-sequence can be easily generated by a shift register of length N . It has the
following features [17]:
• The periodic property
The M-sequence wiU repeat itself in a period of p bits given by
p=22v-l

(3.2)

where: N is the length of the shift register used for generating the sequence .
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Due to this property, the M-sequence cannot be known as a "pure random" one.

• The balance property
In each complete period of the sequence, the number of bit ulws differs from the
number of bit "0"s by at most 1.

• The run property
In one complete period of the sequence, there are 2 ^ ^ runs (consecutive "lns or
"CTs) with length I, a run of N u lws and a run of (N -1) "0"s.

• The correlation property
If an exact period of the sequence Is compared, bit by bit, with any shtft of Itself,
the number of agreements differs from the number of disagreements by at most 1.

3.2.1 Spectrum Feature

A blpolar NRZ formatted version of a PN sequence has a power spectrum
distribution as shown in Figure 3.2. It could be found that there are discrete spectrum
lines at frequencies equal to 2rrw/p (m=l,2,3....), in which p represents the repeat period
of the PN sequence. It's power spectrum envelop has nulls at ko)c (fc= 1,2,3....), <a>c being the

clock driving frequency of the shift register for generating the sequence.

27C/P
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u

0

^
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Q
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&
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Figure 3.2 Power spectrum of a bipolar version of PN sequence
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If the bipolar PN sequence is modulated on a high frequency carrier OQQ,, Its power
spectrum Illustrated in Figure 3.2 will be shifted to the carrier frequency (OQ, as shown in
Figure 3.3 (assuming a carrier-suppress modulation mode used).

Suppressed carrier

co
co,'0

20)r

Figure 3.3 Power spectrum distribution for a modulated PN sequence

Obviously, if a narrow-band data signal is modulated on a PN sequence which is

then further modulated on a carrier for transmission, the final power spectrum of the
signal transmitted on the channel will correspond to the narrow-band spectrum of the
data signal translated around each separated spectral line appearing in Figure 3.3.
Therefore, the whole frequency bandwidth of the transmitted signal, after the spreading
operation, will be proportional to the driving clock frequency of the sequence generator.

3.2.2 Autocorrelation Feature

The auto-correlation function of a continuous signal^ is usually defined as

RW=\W^f(t-i}dt

(3.3)

For a discrete sequence x(i) with length {, its auto-con-elation function may be written as
(-1

R(k)=^x(i)x(i-kT)
-^
n=0
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^

234567

-1

I I

Figure 3.4. Auto-correlation function waveform of a M-sequence

A M-sequence of amplitude +1 or -1 whose repeat period is p has an autocorrelation function waveform as illustrated in Figure 3.4. It may be found that the autocorrelation function R(k) reaches its maximum value only when the relative shift is zero,

pf

i.e., RW =2" -1 when k =0, p, 2p, .... Elsewhere fhe auto-correlation function keeps a very
low value. This sharp auto-correlation characteristic is the key feature which permits

signal identification and synchronization.
3.3 Comb Notch Filter — Special Consideration for PLC Applications
The SS technique can advantageously be used for PLC systems mainly because of
its superior anti-tnterference performance. However. in an extremely bad transmission

environment like power line, it is still very difficult to obtain a satisfactory result by
simply using the SS technique. Some special actions must be considered to overcome the
effects of the non ideal transmission characteristics of the channel. A variety of actions
and system considerations were suggested and tried by many researchers in this area.
Those systems showed up different configurations and performance. Some time ago, Prf.

Noel Boutin had proposed a DS-PLC system structure that merges together the advantages
and beneficial features of some existing systems (15]. Among other things, a special
action was considered for eliminating the afiFection from the 60Hz power system signal
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and It's harmonies.

In a power distribution network, the 110V/60Hz (or 220V/ 50Hz In some countries)
signal component is the most important actor. When the power line is also used as a data
transmission media, that signal becomes one of the biggest source of interference due to:
• Its high amplitude
There are very few of other noise/interference sources having an amplltude
comparable with the 60Hz component.

• Itsconstancy

It occupies the media all the time unless the power supply is switched o£f.

• Its harmonies

Because of the imperfections of the electricity generating and transforming
equipment and the effects of many electrical utilities connected to the line, the 60Hz
signal is usually not a perfect sine wave. A lot ofharmonic components are also present.

Hence, eliminating the effect of the 60Hz signal component and its harmonies is a basic
but important requirement to any PLC system.

DEC

TRANSMTTTER

RECEIVER
CHANNEL

Figure 3.5 System configuration of proposed system
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A special attention is paid to this problem In the proposed system shown in block
diagram in Figure 3.5. The core part of the system is a comb filter shown In the shaded
block. This filter has nulls at frequencies of 60Hz and its harmonies. By putting this
comb filter at the input stage of receiver, most of the energy of the 60Hz signal and its
harmonies coming from the power line channel is expected to be eliminated. The later
data detecting circuits could therefore operate in a relatively clean environment.
The comb filter Is a first-order system having the following transfer function:
H(Jfi))=l- e-JO)Td (3.5)

Its corresponding normalized amplitude vs. frequency response and phase vs. frequency
response could thus be expressed as

IH(co)l= l-cosfi)Td (3.6)

e=tan-^ma^ (3.7)
i-cosfur^

It is easy to see that there are multiple zeros for I H(co) I at frequencies

Q)Td=2rw n?=0,1.2,3,

i.e.,

f=

n/Td

(3.8)

where: Td is the delay time provided by the delay device of the filter. Should the delay
time be properly selected to be equal to the period of power source waveform, i.e,: 1/60

second, the filter will have transmission zeros right at 60Hz and its hannonics as shown
in Figure 3.6. Due to its frequency response feature, this filter is called a comb notch

filter.
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^
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Figure 3.6 Frequency response characteristics of the comb filter

Clearly, the null frequencies precision of the filter is determined by the delay time
Td provided by the delay device. A computer simulation showed that a BPSK system may
keep its reliable transmission ability provided that the delay time error is less than
1,40th of the carrier period (15]. It is not a difficult task to design a filter with such a
delay time precision for a fixed Td. Unfortunately, in the real power line network, many

factors make the power system frequency drift from its specified value — 60Hz. Worse,
this drift is irregular and thus cannot be described by any presently available algorithm.
Hence, it is impossible to design a fixed-parameter comb filter that could keep a stable
notching performance for such a frequency variable signal.
One solution to this problem is setting up an automatic frequency tracking system
which will keep optimum performances of the filter in the whole frequency drifting
range. SpectflcaUy. one must always keep the delay time of delay device to be equal to
Td=^/FpL

(3.9)

where FPL, is the power system frequency, whose nominal value is 60Hz. Therefore a

practical comb filter for eliminating the 60Hz signal and its harmonies should have a
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structure like the one shown in Figure 3.7. In this system, the power source frequency is
monitored to generate a reference. A tracking system works on this reference to guarantee

that Td satisfies equation (3.9).

Data in

Filter out

60Hz~
Fre.samp.

Figure 3.7 Automatic frequency tracking notch filter
By using such a comb notch filter, it is expected that the affection from the 60Hz
power source signal and its harmonies may be greatly reduced. At the same time,

however, the desired signal stream coming from the channel wiU be also afifected by the
notching characteristic of the filter. Since the output of the filter is a linear composition
of the signal itself coming from the channel and its delayed counterpart, it will be a
distorted version of the original signal sent by the transmitter. This is an undesirable
result. In order to regenerate the original signal wavefonn from the output of the filter.
two measures may be considered:

(a) Insert a precoder at the transmitter. This precoder must have a transfer
function of the form

H(z)=

1
1-z

-1

(3.10)

The block diagrams of both the precoder and the notch filter are given in Figure 3.8 for
comparison. The presence of the precoder cancels the effect of the notch filter on the
received signal stream. From the viewpoint of the whole system, they therefore do
nothing to the data signal transmitted through the system.
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IN

-^OUT IN

-^<D-^OUT

Td

PRECODER NOTCH FILTER
Figure 3.8 Precoder and comb notch fUter
The major drawback of the precoder is that It delivers a multi-level signal at its
output. One solution would be to replace the algebraic adder by a module-2 adder. By
doing so, the complexity of the whole system will increase because the data decision rule
at the receiver wiU be the same as the one associated with a duobinary system [18,19].
(b) Restrain the length of the input data stream to a value equal to or less than the
delay time Td. In other words, the data bits are sent from the transmitter in a packet
mode instead of continuous mode by leaving enough time internal (equal to or larger than
Td) between two packets . At the output of the notch filter, the time interval between two
packets will be filled up by the delayed counterpart of the earlier packet. No overlap
happens between two adjacent packets as long as the interval is chosen properly. This
process is illustrated in Figure 3.9.

Compared with method (a), method (b) has the follows advantages:
• There is no demand for extra circuits like the precoder at the transmitter. The
system configuration thus becomes simpler.

• Signal stream at output of the filter may be detected and processed as binary data.
This is usually easier than the duobinaiy data processing which has to work with a three
level signal requiring adaptive thresholds.
• Packeted data can be easily formatted to include an error control strategy.
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m^

Td 2T^ 3T^

xd ^Ad

Td

\

T<i 2T,, 3T^ 4T;

Figure 3.9 Filtering process for packeted data
Considering those facts, method (b) was retained as the solution which will be
further studied in more detail In the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The idea of a spread spectrum power line carrier communication system with
harmonfc noise rejecffon capabiltty was brought forward by Prf. Noel Boutln In 1991
[15]. Since that time, a large amount of configuration studies and computer simulations
were carried out in order to find a practical and realizable system. According to the
specific application considered for the system, the matn technical specifications of the
system, e.g., the central frequency, the channel modulation mode and rate, the selection
of PN sequence, etc., were determined. The actual design works began from September of

1992. A real system for performance test and verification purpose has been completed by
the beginning of 1994.

The main application environments of this system will be normal offices,
education buildings or residential houses. Therefore, high reliability and low cost should
be the basic goals one should try to achieve. Although some newly developed products
could be used for Implementing the system, they were not retained for reasons of cost and
complexity. Instead, a microprocessor system(MC68HC 11) was used as the central
control unit. Due to the powerful processing capability of the microprocessor, the system
has a relative compact size and a greatly simplified hardware. Furthermore, since many
signal processing operations such as synchronization, correlation, and data decision are

fulfilled by programmable logic devices or software system, the system has a Hexible
structure. It may be easily modified and updated for new requirements tn the future.
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4.1. Basic System Configuration
The proposed system may be represented by the block diagram illustrated in
Figure 4.1.

TRANSMITTER
iBufferAl

d(t)
Buffer B
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^

Spread

s(t)
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Y^
PN

MOD.

^lU'^Tl-fiLTp^
Conv.

Coupler

c(t)
Power Line

RECEIVER

p(t)
A,

A

d(t)

Data
Dec.

Despread

BPSK

PN

c(t)

r ^

Demo.

A

z'(t)

Comb

Notcher

BPF

z(t)

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of the proposed system
In the transmitter, the incoming data d(t) at rate Rd blts/sec. is first pushed
alternatively into two buffers, A or B. Since the system must work in a packet-data mode

in order to leave a large enough time internal between two data groups transmitted tn the
channel, the transmitting rate Rf of the data tn the channel must be higher than the
Incoming data rate Rd' If the ttme Interval between two packets equals the length of the
packet, the transmitting rate in the channel should be equal to two times the rate of the
Incoming data to ensure that all the incoming data bits could be sent out without
accumulation in transmitting side. In other words, the transmitter must have a

temporary register to save much enough incoming data bits to permit a packet
transmission at double speed. The buffers A and B play this role in the transmitter. For
easy management, it is desirable to fix the capacities of the buffers equal to the quantity
of bits contained tn one packet. Doing so, the system can conveniently get out a packet
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data stream by regularly switching the input and output paths of the buffers A and B.
According to the requirement of the system. Rd is equal to 4.8kbits/sec., therefore R( , the
transmission rate for the packet data, is selected to be 9.6kblts/sec.
The packet data is modulated on a PN sequence for the spreading spectrum
operation. The baseband spread spectrum signal is then translated in frequency by a
carrier c(t) In order to get a waveform suitable for transmission on the power line
channel. The selection of the frequency of c(D should foUow two principles:
1) It should be high enough to permit a large spectrum spreading factor:
2) It should be such that most of the frequency components of the spread
spectrum signal fall tn a range within which the power line has a relative
enjoyable transmission characteristic.

Considering that the power line shows high attenuatlon and impedance at higher
frequencies and that there exist regulations restraining the operating frequency range of
PLC applications (below 500KHz), the frequency of c(t) was chosen to be 134.4KHz (14
times the 9.6kbits/sec. channel transmission rate).

To obtain an efficient transmission and better anti-noise performances, the

unlpolar signal m(t) (zero and plus) is converted to a bipolar one x(t) (minus, zero and
plus). That three-level signal is then amplified to the desired power level by the final
power amplifier and Injected into the channel through a coupling network.
In the receiver, the signal coming from the power line is first passed through a
fourth-order Butterworth band-pass filter to remove the noise and interference located
outside the main spectrum lobe of the signal. The low cutoff frequency of the band-pass
filter is set at 2KHz in order to provide a certain degree of suppression of the 60Hz power
source signal and its low-order harmonies. The following comb notch filter will further
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suppress the 60Hz and its harmonic components to a level low enough to obtain an
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. Then, an inverse procedure of the one used at the
A

transmitter will be used to get d(f), an estimate of the original data d(D.

Compared with the transmitter, the receiver presents more challenges. Besides
the classic problems met in normal narrow-band systems (such as clock and bit
synchronization), some new topics particular to spread spectrum systems must be
considered (correlation and sequence synchronization). Although there is a large amount
of research results published about those topics, the final decision on which
synchronization and detection systems to consider must be based on an analysis of the
desired features of the whole system.
4.2 Signal Format and Waveform

Packet data transmission has been widely used in computer communication
networks and other related communication areas. A variety of transmission protocols

have been published for different application environments. Some of them could be of
Interest for our packet data format.

4.2.1 About CEBus [20-26]
CEBusfConsumer Electronic Bus) is a communication protocol under active
development by the Electronic Industries Association. Its application object is mainly
for home communication, through which all the electronic appliances in a home will be
able to communicate one with each other. Its supported media include optical fiber,
coaxial cable, twisted pair, RF and infrared transmission and power line. Its summary
specifications are given below.

4.2.1.1 CEBus packet

A basic CEBus data packet consists of eight fields, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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PRE

CON

DA

•<-

DHC | SA | SHC

INFO

MAX. length = 344 bits

PCS

-^

Figure 4.2 Frame format of CEBus

where:

PRE - Preamble field
Random 8-blt non-information bearing field. Fixed length.
CON - Control field
Variable length with a maximum of 8 bits. Defines fhe frame type and
the channel access priority.
DA - Destination Address field
Variable length with a maximum of 16 bits. Defines the receiving
node address.

DHC - Destination House Address field
Variable length with a maximum of 16 bits. Defines the address of the
receiving home system that shares a common medium with the transmitting
node.

SA - Source Address field
Variable length with a maximum of 16 bits. Defines the transmitting
node address.

SHC - Source House Address field
Variable length with a maximum of 16 bits. Defines the address of the
transmitting home system.
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INFO - Information field
Consists of an integer number of bytes up to a maximum of 32 bytes.
Contains the Network Layer Protocol Data Unit ( NPDU).
FCS - Frame Check Sequence field
8-bit checksum of variable length.
The total number of bits per frame is 344 at maximum. For briefness, the sum of CON,
DA, DHC, SA, SHC and INFO is called the "packet body".

4.2.1.2 Basic symbols and timing in CEBus

CEBus uses four symbols represented by Non Return to Zero(NRZ) Pulse Width
Encoding. These symbols are: 1. 0, EOF, and EOP and are encoded as shown in Table 4.1,

where 1 and 0 are two information bearing symbols, EOF is the end of field Indicator, and
EOP marks the end of a packet. UST means one unit symbol time. With these symbols, a
data packet in CEBus has the following structure:

[PRE] EOF [CON] EOF [DA] EOF [DHC] EOF [SA] EOF [SHC] EOF [INFO]

EOF FCS] EOP

Symbol

Packet Body and FCS

Preamble

UST

Duration

UST

Duration

« 1 »>

1

114^5

1

lOOps

"0"

2

228ps

2

200ps

EOF

8

SOOps

J_

300ps

EOP

N/A

N/A

4

400ps

Table 4.1 CEBus symbol encoding
The transmission medium is defined as having two basic states: SUPERIOR and
INFERIOR. They are not assigned to any particular symbol. Any symbol can occur in
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either the SUPERIOR or the INFERIOR state. It is the time between the state transitions
that determines the symbol encoding. An example of CEBus symbol encoding is shown in
Figure 4.3.

SUPERIOR

J-l

INRERIOR

1 0

i_m

EOF 1 0

1111
EOP

Figure 4.3 Symbol encoding in CEBus
Assuming that the numbers of "1" and "0" in the contents of all fields are equal,
the average encoding time for the whole data fields could be obtained by multiplying the
number of data bits by a factor 1.5. Adding all the seven EOF symbols and one EOP
symbol that has three and four unit's time respectively, the maximum possible length of
a packet is
8<L5«114ms + (336-1.5 + 7*3 + l»4)«100ms = 54.268 ms

4.2.1.3 Modulation and waveform in CEBus

CEBus employs a series of short, self-synchronized, frequency swept "chirp" as the
signaling waveform. The chirp is swept from approximately 200KHz to 400KHz and then
from 100KHz to 200KHz In a duration of lOOps as the one shown in Figure 4.4.

^— lOOps —^
Figure 4.4 Spread spectrum carrier chirp In CEBus

Two different modulation modes are used for the preamble and the packet body
respectively in CEBus. Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) is used in the preamble of the
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packet. ASK uses alternating SUPERIOR and INFERIOR states. A superior state is
represented by the presence of a chirp, an inferior state by the absence of a chirp. An
example of ASK is lllustracted in Figure 4.5.

T

Figure 4.5 Preamble waveform of ASK: "1101'

<()! I <(>2 | <{)1 (|>1 | <)>2
Figure 4.6 Packet body waveform of PPK: 1101
The data body of the packet uses another type of modulation mode—Phase
Reversal Keying (PRK). It utilizes two phases of the superior state, SUPERIOR fi and
SUPERIOR ,2, which are 180° out of phase with one another, to modulate the encoded
data. Figure 4.6 gives an example of PRK for data "1101".

Although the CEBus protocol has a robust performance in power line media, we
cannot directly use it in our system. Due to the presence of the comb notch filter, it is
clear that the length of the data packet tn our system cannot be longer than Td=l/60Hz,
i.e., approximately 16.7ms, to prevent the waveform overlap at the output of the filter.

Compared with it, CEBus uses a variable length packet which can have a duration as long
as 54.268ms. Obviously, such a packet cannot pass through the comb notch filter without
waveform overlap.
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However, It is possible to incorporate some features of the data packet in CEBus
into our data structure. For instance, setting a preamble In front of our data packet will
help to improve synchronization and data detecting ability in an hostile transmission
environment. A new data packet structure could be considered.

4.2.2 Data Packet Structure

As previously specified, the data rate of the signal coming from the transmitting
buffers is 9.6kbits/sec, and the length of one packet cannot be longer than
Td=l/60Hz= 16.7ms. This means that the maximum quantity of bits In a packet is

N = TA- = , 1/6°, = 160(^f5) (4.1)

T^ 1/9600

or 20 bytes (160/8).
To Improve the synchronization performance of the data packet, we Insert a
preamble, a synchronization character and a packet information character in front of
the data body. The proposed packet structure is shown in Figure 4.7. Each data packet
consists of 19 bytes(152 bits): one all-zero preamble byte. one synchronization byte, one
control byte and sixteen data bytes. A time slot of one byte Is left after each packet. No
data will be transmitted during that time. It is used to prevent possible collisions
occurring between the original packet and its delayed counterpart due to an inaccurate
delay time of the comb notch filter. Another function of the protection slot Is to ensure
resynchronizatlon at the beginning of each packet. The affections of the error bits
happening during the synchronization and data detection may be limited in the range of
one packet by the slot.
The composition and the functions of each part of the packet may be respectively
described as:
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PRE — Preamble byte

This is an all-zero byte. Its consecutive eight UOWs provide the convenience for

Initial bit synchronization In the receiver. Meanwhile, it warns the receiver that a data
packet is coming so that the receiver could get ready to monitor the signal from the
channel untU a non-zero symbol, i.e., the beginning of the PSYN character, is found.

Because of the Inverting function of the comb notch filter, the preamble byte will become
an all-one one after passing through the filter. It could be used by the receiver for the
Identification of the delayed packets.
l/60sec

l/60sec

l/60sec

DATA

DATA

h

Protection slot

(a) Data packet structure
l/60sec

w

DATA

Protection slot

(b) Packet after passing through the comb filter
Figure 4.7 Proposed data format
PSYN — Synchronization byte

The synchronization byte consists of a "0" bit and a M-sequence of seven bits. It
makes use of the sharp auto-correlation characteristic of the M-sequence to mark the
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start of the effective data within the packet. It would decrease the false-wamlng rate and
set a more robust synchronization mechanism. Its structure is given in Figure 4.8.

MSB

0

1

0

1

LSB

0

0

1

1

Figure 4.8 Synchronization byte structure
CON — Control byte

This byte consists of two parts as shown in Figure 4.9.

MSB

LSB
STATE

INDEX

Figure. 4.9 Control byte structure

STATE : Indicate the efficiency of the data packet. It has two states:

where

0000 — means the packet is empty, l.e., the content of the packet serves
to no useful purpose.

1111 — means the packet is full, i.e., the content of the packet is
effective and has a meaningful purpose.
DiDEX: Indicate the Index of the packet. Its value ranges from 0000 to
1111.

To keep a constant packet stream in the channel during the transmitting period,
an empty packet has to be inserted when the external data terminal do not have enough
data to pack an Integral packet. The receiver thus must be able to identify the content
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efficiency of each received packet. The bits STATE provides the receiver this capability.
During the receiving period, the receiver must process two type of data packets: the
original one coming directly from the channel and the delayed one coming from the comb
notch filter. A unique identification of each packet will be helpful for the data detection
and the decision processing. That is the mission of the bits INDEX. Although only stirteen
Identifications can be provided by this section, it is much enough since the receiver needs
to identify only the difference between two adjacent packets.

DATA — Data section

The DATA section of the packet is composed of sixteen bytes. It is the data body of
each packet.

4.2.3 Waveform and Spectrum

In the proposed system (Figure 4.1), d(t) , the data outcoming from the data
terminal, is a NRZ base-band signal at rate of 4.8kbits/sec. It is packed Into packets of
152 bits in the buffer A or B. The output signal pW of the buffers Is chosen to be a bipolarRZ signal at rate of 9.6kbits/sec. It should pass through the operations of spread
spectrum, BPSK modulation and then is injected into the power line.

Figure 4.10 PN sequence base-band wavefomi

A 7-bit M-sequence, 1010011, is chosen as the PN sequence for the spread spectrum
operation tn the system. Its base-band waveform signature Is given in Figure 4.10. To

match with the RZ code format of pW, its duration is chosen equal to half of each pWs
pulse, i.e., the active pulse width of the RZ wavefomi. In this way, each RZ pulse of p(t)
could be modulated by an integral PN sequence. Clearly, the frequency of the clock
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driving the PN sequence generator should be:
fc= 7»2»9600 = 134.4KHz

(4.2)

That is just fhe frequency of the carrier c(f) so that they may be derived from the same
frequency reference source.

TRANSMITTER

Noise an
interference

RECEIVER

Spread spectrum BPSK

s(t) ^/Os x(t)

p(t)

PN

c(t)

CHANNEL

i z(t)=x(t)+i(t)

Figure 4.11 Simulation model for spectrum analysis
In order to obtain the power spectral density (PSD) of the signals present at each
stage of the system, a computer system simulation was done with the help of MATLAB on
the basis of a system model shown tn Figure 4.11. The signal wavefonns used in the
transmitter of this model are given in Figure 4.12. The PSDs of those signals were
calculated by ustng 4096 points FFT. All the normalized PSDs obtained apprear in Figure
4.15.

In this simulation, a RZ pulse sequence at rate of 9.6kbits/sec was used for the data
signal p(t) . This sequence was broken into sections of 152bits to simulate the data
packet. Symbols "1" and symbols "0" in this sequence followed the random distribution
mle. Its PSD has nulls at the frequencies^ n • 19.2KHz , n=l,2.3... (see Figure 4.15-a).

The periodic PN sequence was obtained in the simulation by repeating the 7-bit
M-sequence (1010011). Since the clock frequency of the PN sequence generator is
134.4KHz, the repeating frequency of the PN sequence is
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fpn = 134.4KHz/7= 19.2KHz

(4.3)

It can be verified by the sequence's PSD obtained by the simulation. Figure 4.15-b
illustrates that the PSD of the PN sequence Is composed of a set of discrete spectral lines
in intervals of 19.2KHz. As being expected, the intensity of those spectral lines decreases
at a very slow rate. Its spectrum thus occupies a considerable frequency range and has
nulls at the driving frequency (134.4KHz) and its harmonies.

1 bit duration (l/9.6kb/s)

Figure 4.12 Transmitter waveforms
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The base-band spread spectrum signal s(t) shown in Figure 4.12 can be seen as a

result of two operations on the PN sequence:
• Amplitude modulation: retaining the PN sequence In the first half of each bit
duration of the data pW and suppressing the PN in the last half of the bit duration;
• Polarity modulation: In accordance with the polarity of the data p(t), changing
the polarity of the retained PN according to the following rule:

f+7W(ioioon) p(t)=+i
[-7W(0101100) p(t)=-l
The simulation for the spread spectrum operation may be represented by the Indicative
diagram shown in Figure 4. 13. By this processing, the spectrum of the narrow-band data

signal p(t) is spread over the frequency bandwidth occupied by the PN sequence. From the
PSD of the signal s(t) illustrated in Figure 4.15-c, it may be found that the first null
appears at 134.4KHz.

IF<tV(9» »- ^

+PN -PN

Figure 4.13 Simulation model for spread spectrum operation
Similarlly, the modulation operation tn this system can be modelized as a
composition of two operations on the carrier c(t): being added to the signal s(t) and then
multiplied by the the absolute value of the signal pW. This model is shown in Figure 4.14.
The PSD of the signal x(t) illustrated in Figure 4.15-d represents the spectrum of
the signal injected into the power line. It shows that the spectrum of the signal
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transmitted is continuous if the input data is a random sequence. This fact wlU greatly
affect the design of the synchronization circuit of the system as it will be further
discussed in section 4.5.

p(t)

s(t)

x(t)

1-1

-*\Q]
c(t)

Figure 4.14 Simulation model for modulation operation
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Figure 4.15 Power spectral density for signals in the transmitter
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Figure 4.15 Power spectral density for signals in the transmitter (continued)

4.3 System Architecture
The PLC system is built up around a central controlling unit (CCU) composed of a
microprocessor—MC68HC 11 and related peripheral devices. Almost all of the processings
of the base-band signal is performed with the microprocessor. The system works in a
slmple-duplex mode. The mode switch between transmitting and receiving may be
controlled manually or automatically by software.
The whole system block diagram is shown In Figure 4. 16.
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The transmitting path accepts the base-band spread spectrum signal at the rate of
134.4kblts/sec from the CCU. Then it converts the signal to the required format and send
It out, through an electronic T/R switch controlled by the CCU, on the power line. In the
receiving mode, the signal from the power line channel Is fed through the T/R switch tnto
the receiving path. The CCU starts data processing when It receives a synchronization
identification signal from the receiving path. The data stream at rate of 9.6kbits/sec
coming from the correlator circuit in the receiving path is sampled by the CCU and
further processed by software. The CCU provides an asynchronous data output at rate of
4.8kbit/sec which can be accepted by an external data terminal. A standard RS-232 data
interface could be easily realized by adding some simple circuits.

Data in

4.8kb/sec
Power

Data out'
(baseband-134.4kb)

line

Sync.ident

for freq. measure & average

Figure 4.16 System composition block diagram
An external PLL system supplies the clock signals at different rates required by
both the transmitting and the receiving path. The clock generator is synchronized on a
jitter-smoothed frequency reference provided by the CCU. The reference has the same
frequency as the AC power supply system but rejects its instantaneous fluctuations. It set
up a basis means of establishing synchronization between the transmitting and receiving
nodes through the power distribution network by using the 60Hz power source signal.
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4.4 Transmitting Path Description

The transmitting path is relatively simple. All the signal processings of the baseband signals are done by the microprocessor and its related software.

4.4.1 Spread Spectrum Operation

In a classic spread spectrum system, a balance-mixer is often used, as shown in

Figure 4.17, for spreading the spectmm of the data signal d(t) with the help of a PN
sequence generator driven by a high speed clock. To obtain a perfect balance
performance, a precise phase synchronization between d(t) and the PN sequence is
required.

PN

T

Generator

clock
Figure 4.17 Normal spread spectrum operation
A simple spread-spectrum generator could be obtained by using a method called
"Code Shift Keying" (CSK) [7]. In fact, the simulation for the spread spectrum operation
described by the equation (4.4) in last section was based on this method. From Figure 4.11
it may be found that the spread spectrum signal s(t) can be seen as the resultant of
switching two PN sequence sources in accordance with the state of the data p(t). Figure
4.13 has described this idea.
The realized spread-spectrum generator is built up by using the Synchronous
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), a serial synchronous communication port provided by
the microprocessor MC68HC11. Depending on the polarity of data p(t), a +PN sequence or
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-PN sequence is selected to be pushed into the register of the SPI of the MC68HC11. The
content of the register Is then serialfy sent out under the drive of an external synchronous
clock (see Figure 4.18). The +PN and -PN sequences are actually two code-words saved in a

memoiy controlled by the 68HC11. Their transmissions to the SPI are done in parallel
mode and hence no special timing is required. Since the driving clock of the SPI can be
taken from the frequency reference source of the system, it is phase-synchronized with
the carrier c(t). That means that the transitions of the base-band spread spectrum signal
s(t) are synchronized with the transitions of the carrier c(t).

m on n o rm

p(t)

clock

Figure 4.18 Spread spectrum generation by switching between two
PN sequences

4.4.2 Carrier Modulation

The base-band PN sequence from the SPI port of the MC68HC11 must be
modulated on the carrier c(t) in BPSK mode. The achieved circuit for carrier modulation
is gtyen in Figure 4. 19.

A popular device used for digital BPSK modulation is the modulo-2 adder. Its
operation may be explained by the waveforms of the signals s(t) and c(t) and the ideal
waveform of m(t) shown tn Figure 4.20. However, due to the finite time transition

characteristic of a gate device, a simple modula-2 adder cannot provide an ideal BPSK
waveform. Spikes occur each time s(t) and c(t) change their status simultaneously (see
actual output waveform of the signal m(t) in Figure 4.20). To overcome this imperfection,
a D-type flip-flop (I) is used after the modula-2 adder. This D-type flip-flop (1) is driven by
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an inverse-phase clock sequence whose frequency is 268.8KHz. The clock has rising-

edges, by which the D-type Hip-flop (1) is activated, delayed for one-fourth duration as
compared to c(t) . Consequently, the D-type flip-flop sample the output of the modulo-2
adder at the middle of each rectangular pulse, away from the wavefonn transition
positions. Dotng so eliminates spikes at the Q-terminal of the D-type flip-flop (see mq(t)
in Figure 4.20).

m(t)

s(t)

mq(t)

x(t)

c(t)
,268KHz
9.6KHz

,268KHz

Figure 4.19 Circuit of the transmitting path

s(t)
c(t)
m(t)
(ideal)
m(t)

(actual)
clock
,268.8KHz

tAAlAA 4t4^4M

mq(t)

Figure 4.20. BPSK operation by modulo-2 adder and D-trigger
One three-state gate and another D-type flip-flop (2) are used to convert the
unlpolar signal mq(t) Into a bipolar one. The output of the three-state gate is maintained
in its high impedance state when its controlling signal gc(t) is at low level. The signal gc(t)
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is controlled respectively by G(t), the frame length controlling signal, and a clock
sequence of 9.6KHz used for controlling the codeword period of the data through the Dtype flip-flop (2). When G(t) is in. its high level state, gc(t) is forced to be low, thus the
three-state gate Is shut down and x(D is kept Inactive. Nothing is sent during that period.
When G(t) is in its low level state, the D-type flip-flop is under the control of the ,268KHz
clock signal. Its output signal gc(D appears as a series of pulses identical to those present
at the D-termtnal of the D-type -flip flop (2), i.e.. a sequence of 9.6KHz. The three-state

gate will be on during the first half of the pulse period and off during the last half of the
period, so formatting mq(t) tn RZ waveform. The controlling signal g(t) is synchronous
with the data signal mq(D, i.e., starting and ending simultaneously. because both of the Dtype flip-flops use identical clock signal. Figure 4.21 details the waveforms and timing
relationship in the transmitter.
4S Receiving Path Description
Compared with the transmitter, the receiver in this system has a relatively
complex structure. Figure 4.22 gives an usual configuration of a receiver In this specified
application environment.

A band-pass filter and a 60Hz comb notch filter are inserted at the front stage of
the receiver to suppress the interference of the AC power source and other noise sources.

The band-pass filter is split into two sections, one in front of and one behind the comb
filter. In this way, the last section of the band-pass filter could play two roles in the
system: (1) rejecting the frequency components outside the main spectrum lobe, and (2)
smoothing the output waveform from the comb notch filter.
The most important thing in the receiver is the requirement of a precise timing
synchronization to recover the data from the incoming signal. The clock recovery and
timing system is required for this purpose as in any another system.
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Figure 4.21 Waveforms and timing relationship in the transmitter
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Figure 4.22 Basic receiver configuration

Due to the special spectrum features in this system, great attention must be paid to the
clock recovery here.

4.5.1 Choices for Clock Recovery Approach

The usual method of synchronizing the clock in a receiver with an Incoming
signal Is extracting the timing information from the received signal itself. To do so, a
discrete spectral component that has a fixed frequency relationship with the
transmitting frequency source is needed as a reference for the receiver. Unfortunately,
the spectrum characteristics in Figure 4.15-e shows that we are in the presence of a
carrier suppressed system. In fact. the central frequency component at 134.4KHz is at so

low level due to BPSK modulation that it cannot be used for clock recovery.
There exits some PLC systems which employ the 60Hz power supply frequency as a
reference for clock and bit synchronization [2]. Clearly, the presence of a 60Hz signal in
public power distribution network provides a common and easUy accessible frequency
reference. Every PLC node in the network could synthetize an identical frequency
reference from it for synchronization. That is a unique feature of PLC systems over

others. A clock recovery system based on this Idea is considered and shown tn Figure
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4.23.
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Figure 4.23. Realized receiver configuration

In this configuration, a phase-lock loop (PLL) is used for clock generation. This
PLL operates on a reference of 60Hz extracted from the AC power supply. To remove the
phase jitter occurring at the zero-crossing points of fhe AC power supply waveform due to
noise or other factors, a frequency measurement and smoothing subsystem is inserted

between the PLL and the power line. It continually measures the frequency of the AC
power source signal over several cycles to get an average value. Then the subsystem

regenerates a signal at this average frequency as the reference for the PLL. The
instantaneous frequency drift of the AC power supply and noise affection could be
expected to be minimized by this way.

4.5.2 Correlator and Synchronization Mechanism [28,29]

For a spread spectrum system, the correlation operation is a key step to realize its
antl-interference performance. Through this operation, the spread spectrum signal
resumes to a narrow band or even a single tone one. On the other hand, the interference

energy added in during the transmission is spread over a wide frequency range because of
its uncorrelation with the PN sequence. The spread interference energy becomes quite
weak tn the narrow band occupied by the desired signal so that it descreases the afifectkms
on the later.

The initial operations in a spread spectrum receiver usually follow the following
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procedures: signal acquisition from the channel, carrier regeneration, bit and PN
sequence synchronization, correlation operation, and then data detection. A proper

correlation operation must be based on a well established synchronization because the
configuration of correlator is tightly related with the synchronization mechanism.
Depending on the synchronization method retained (mainly for PN sequence),
correlators are classified as either serial or parallel architecture. They will respectively
be briefly discussed below.

4.5.2.1 Serial architecture

Serial architecture correlator illustrated in Figure 4.24 was widely employed in
early spread spectrum systems because it can be easily realized by conventional analog
circuits. A typical functional block diagram of the serial correlator is given in Figure
4.25. The received signal s(t) is multiplied by the PN sequence generated in the receiver.
This PN sequence should run at a slightly faster (or slower) clock rate than the rate of the
received signal so that the PN sequence could slip over the received signal to find out the
desired correlation position at which a maximum signal is obtained at the output of the
envelop detector. According to this operation principle, there are several types of loops
currently used, such as the delay-lock tracking loop, the Tau Modulation tracking loop,
etc.

T

;(.)dt

s(t)

OUT

PN

generator

Figure 4.24 Basic principle of a serial correlator
In the serial architecture, the circuit for correlation (usually a multiplier) is
relatively simple, but a number of supporting circuits is required for realizing
synchronization. Since the correlation operation between the received signal and the
local PN sequence is done in a serial mode of bit-by-bit , a time interval equal to the
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length of the PN sequence is needed to obtain one comparison result. Usually several
periods of the PN sequence are necessary to reach a precise synchronization.

Consequently this architecture is suitable for a system that can provide a considerably
long continuous bit stream for signal acquisition and initial synchronization.

•^ OUT

Sync

Confirmation
From bit tracking

Figure 4.25 Functional block diagram of a serial correlator

4.5.2.2 Parallel architecture

A parallel correlator is based on the principle of a matched filter. It is
increasingly used in present spread spectrum systems. Figure 4.26 shows its basic
structure.

In the correlator of parallel architecture, the received signal s(t) is fed into a delay
device. Early version of the delay device was tapped delay lines. Surface Acoustic Wave
(SAW) devices are often used for high frequency analogue signals. Recently a digital shift
register has been used but It requires the digitalization of the input signal s(t).
The content of the delay device is multiplied by a static version of the stored PN
sequence chip by chip. For the digital version, those multipliers are actually modulo-2
adders. A sum of all outputs of the multipliers is calculated with a adder whose output is
accessible. Clearly, the correlation calculation is done within each chip period.
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Consequently a correlation result is immediately available at the end of each chip period.
On the other hand. it is an asynchronous operation as compared with the synchronous
one in the serial correlator, since the correlation operation in each chip period has no

timing relationship with the clock.

delay device
s(t).

..Correlation

output

Stored PN sequence
Figure 4.26 Basic principle of a parallel correlator

The parallel correlator has obvious advantages over the serial version. The most

attractive one of those advantages is its fast acquisition capability. We have noted that
with a serial correlator a considerably long preamble in front of the signal stream is
demanded for its acquisition and initial synchronization. In our system, however, the
packet transmission mode ask for a short preamble. The maximum number of bits tn one

data packet is only 152 bits. It cannot guarantee a reliable synchronization even if all the
bits In one packet are used for synchronization purpose. On the other hand, a parallel
correlator can provide such a correlation calculation speed that only one or few chips are
enough to obtain a precise synchronization. This is particularly attractive in a bursttransmission system. The parallel correlator is thus retained tn the proposed system.

The progress in VLSI device has simplified the design of a matched filter. By using
Programmble Logic Device (PLD) devices, the correlator and the synchronization
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mechanism may be combined together so that a compact size and an easily updatable
architecture could be obtained. However as the delay line is composed of a digital shiftregister, a hard-limiter must be Inserted in front of the delay line to convert the analogue
signal s(t) into a digital one. As shown in [31], It will result in a 6dB loss in signal-tonoise ratio tn the presence of strong slnewave interference.
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CHAPTER 5
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
— HARDWARE DESIGN
The hardware of the system consists of thlrty-five integrated circuits (Including a
microprocessor— MC68HC11) and some auxiliary devices. In order to be able to easily
update and modify the system in the future, it was decided to divide it into four units:

• The central control unit

Including the microprocessor and its peripheral circuits, the modulator and the
external data interface circuits.

• The filter unit
Consisting of the input band-pass filter, the 60Hz notch filter and the post bandpass filter.

• The frequency reference ffenerator/correlator unit

Consisting of the PLL circuit, the clock generating circuit, the hard limiter and the
correlation-synchronization circuit of the receiver.

• The Bower supply & PA unit

Including the final power amplifier, the output high-pass filter, the coupling
network and the power supply circuit.

The detailed schematic diagrams of the four units could be found tn ANNEX A. The
composition and the operating principle of the main circuits will be explained
respectively below.
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5.1 Programmable Logic Device (PLD)

Most of the required circuits may be constructed by using common I.C. devices.

However it is difficult to obtain a compact and flexible system In this way. On the other
hand, there are some programmable devices, such as PAL and PLD devices that can be

used to realize various logic systems. It Is profitable for a system to use these devices to
reduce the dimension and simplify the structure of various circuits.
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Basic macrocell architecture of the 5C060

The Intel 5C060 H-EPLD (H-series Programmable Logic Device) is a PLD device
based on the CHMOS EPROM technology. It is capable of implementing over 600
equivalent gates of user-customized logic functions through programming. The device
can be used to replace low-end gate arrays, multiple programmable logic arrays and LS
TTL and 74HC (CMOS) SSI and MSI logic devices. With its powerful I/O architecture, the
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device has advanced functional capabilities beyond that of typical programmable logic.
Since the device is UV erasable. the logic built with It may be easily modified through
being re-programmed.
DEDICATED DEDICATED
INPUTS INPUTS

MACROCBLL

vo

8 MACROCELLS

8 MACROCELLS

Figure 5.2. 5C060 global architecture
Externally, the 5C060 has 4 dedicated data Input pins, 16 I/O pins which may be
configured for input, output, or bi-directlonal operations, and 2 synchronous clock

inputs. The 5C060 contains 16 Macrocells (one for each I/O pin), and each of them is buflt
up around a programmable register. Its basic architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. The
Macrocell is organized in the familiar sum-of-products structure with a programmable

AND array attached to a fixed OR term. The inputs to the programmable AND array
originate from the true and complement signals from each of the dedicated input pins and
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each of the I/O control blocks. The 40-input AND array of the 5C060 feeds 160 AND gates
(product terms) which are distributed among the 16 available Macrocells within that
device. Figure 5.2 gives its global device architecture.

In our experimental system, two 5C060 chips were used respectively for the PLL
loop divlder and the clock synchronization subsystem. The correlator and the frame
synchronization circuits were combined together in two other 5C060 chips. The details
about their internal configurations will be mentioned in later sections related to those
circuits.

5.2 The Central Control Unit

The hardware of the central control unit consists of the microprocessor

MC68HC11 (MCU), the external RAM and EPROM memories and associated support
circuits, the modulator and the data interface circuit for the external data tenninal. Its
configuration is shown in Figure 5.3. The detailed circuit and timing relationship of the
modulator was previously presented in section 4.4.2. The internal configuration of the
microprocessor will appear in Chapter 6. Here we present its external connections with
other support circuits.

The microprocessor MC68HC11 provides an address space of 64k bytes and five
I/O ports (Port A, B, C, D and E) for external connections. It works with an address bus of
16 bits and a data bus of 8 bits. Among the I/O ports, the port B and port C are
recommended for the address/data bus usage. When being used in this way, the port B
provides the high order of the address bus (A8-A15). The port C serves as the low order of
the address bus and the data bus respectively in a time-division mode. In our system, an

address buffer (74HC373) is Inserted between the port C and the external memory devices
to separate the low order address bus from the data bus. A signal AS from the MCU turns
the address buffer on (when AS is high) or off (when AS is low). The external memory
University of Sherbrooke
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devices receive the low order address while the address buffer is on and the data
Information while the address buffer is off.
8MHz
Vcc

Control Bus

KM>-3FFP | s^
TX Data In
RX Data Out
TX Out

EPROM
TX Clock

RX In (Baseband)

T_TT

TX/RX Control

Data Bus

Figure 5.3 Configuration of the central control unit
The external memory devices include a 2732 EPROM (4k x 8 bits) and a MCM6206
RAM (32k x 8 bits). Three high order address lines (A13, A14 and A15) are used to generate
two chip-selection signals for the EPROM and the RAM. The 2732 EPROM is used to save
the whole programs of the system. Its active address is from $EOOO to $FFFF. The 6206
RAM is actually an optional device. The present system can work without it. Its presence
provides a possibility for future update requirements. Its actual memory space is 8k
bytes because it is active only within the range of $2000 to $3FFF. The detailed memory
space locations of the system could be found in Chapter 6.
The unit contains a reset circuit to start the system when the power is up or when
an external button "RESET* is pressed. It consists of a RC timing circuit and two gate
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circuits. When the system is Initially powered up or the RESET button is pressed, a logic
low level appears at the pin RESET of the MCU. This level is kept low for a few tens of
milliseconds by the RC circuit to reset the MCLTs operation. After this period, the level at
the pin RESET returns to high and the MCU begins to work.
The MCU uses an external crystal of 8MHz to generate its operating clock.
Through the internal frequency dividing circuits, the MCU finally obtains a system
clock of 2MHz which is referred as a timing reference by its internal subsystems. This
clock also determines the MCU's bus operation speed and the basic instruction period.
The port A, port D and port E are used for interfacing with the transmitting and
the receiving circuits. The definition of each line of them could be found in Chapter 6.
5.3 The Filter Unit

5.3.1 The Input and Post Band-Pass Filter

The input and post band-pass filters were both chosen as being a 4th-order
Butterworth filter with a frequency range from 2KHz to 268.8KHz. They could reject the
frequency components outside this range. At the same time, the post band-pass filter

smoothes the output waveform from the 60Hz notch filter.
Both the input and post band-pass filters use the exactly same circuit structure and
element values. They were designed respectively using a 4th-order continuous-ttme

active filter Integrated circuit, the MAX275.
The MAX275 is a single chip device that consists of two independent cascadable
2nd-order sections. Each filter section can implement any all-pole band-pass or lowpass filter response, such as Butterworth, Bessel, and Chebyshev. and is programmed by

four external resistors. The MAX275 eliminates both clock noise and aliased signals
because it doesn't need a clock signal.
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Section A

Section B

R1A

Input
^^ Output

MAX275
Figure 5.4 Basic connection of the MAX275
A basic external connection of the MAX275 for a band-pass filter is shown in
Figure 5.4. Two sections of the MAX275 may be cascaded through the resistor drawn in
the dashed line to obtain a 4th-order band-pass filter. The frequency response of each
section could be determined by selecting Rl through R4 (A or B). FCA and FCB might be
connected to the power supply or the ground in order to scale R3 and Rl to accommodate a
wide range of gains and Q values.

The realized input and post band-pass filters use the same circuit structure shown

In Figure 5.4. Two filter parameters, the in-band gain of the filter HBP , and the quality
factor of the filter Q depend on the selection of most of the external resistors.
The quality factor 0 for a band-pass filter is defined as
Q=—fof»-f.

(5.1)

where Jo ls the central frequency of the filter, /H on^/L are the -3dB high and low cut-off
frequency respectively. Since our system requires a relatively wide frequency range

(2KHz — 268.8KHz), the corresponding Q value is very low (only about 0.5). Being located
at the front end of the receiver, the input signals contain a large amount of noise and
interference components. A high in-band gain is unsuitable because it wffl introduce a
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large amount of noise to the receiver. By making a trade-off between the requirements for
a high receiving gain for sensitivity and a low noise level, an Hgp equal to 2 was chosen.
With the determined Q and HBP, the resistors Rl to R4 were calculated by referring
to the charts and equations provided by the manufacturer. The resultant input and post
band-pass filters have the frequency response characteristic as shown in Figure 5.5.

A—AT<W^
cres^y

00
•D

Q.

Note: Relative output refered to f=100KHz

-25

I 111111

I 111111

10 100
Frequency (KHz)

1000

Figure 5.5 Frequency response characteristic of the input band-pass

filter and the post band-pass filter
5.3.2 The 60Hz Notch Filter
As presented In Figure 3.7 of Chapter 3, the 60Hz notch filter consists of a timedelaying circuit and a subtractor. Equation (3.10) indicated that a delay time of l/60Hz,
l.e., approximately 0.0167 seconds, is required from the time-delaying circuit to realize

the suppression of the 60Hz signal. Finding a solution for the realization of a so long
delay time is the main topic of the 60Hz notch filter design work.
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Practically, a time-delaylng circuit may be realized using either an analog or a
digital method. It seems reasonable in our system to design the circuit with analog
devices because both of the Input and output signals of the notch filter are analog.
However, there are presently few commercial analog devices that can be used for this

purpose due to the veiy long delay time required.
Constructing a digital time-delaying circuit that meets our specification Is
possible. Although A/D and D/A converting processes must be respectively added before
and after the digital tlme-delaying circuit, the overall system can be simple.
Sbits

INPUT

J_

Sbits

+

Sbits

^ Digital —/-M

i:5o s
Q

/;Time-Delayi

I

I
w

OUTPUT

;~-circuit-/ 7

Figure 5.6 Configuration of the digital 60Hz notch filter using a digital
subtractor

There are two possible configurations for the digital 60Hz notch filter. Figure 5.6
illustrates one based on a digital subtractor. Experiment results showed that this isn't an
ideal choice for two reasons:

1) A digital subtractor supporting 8 bits operation requires a very complex circuit
structure even if some LSI devices are used: By using the commercial devices currently
available in the market, at least two 24-pin I.C. chips (for instance 74LS181) are needed
to construct the subtractor.

2) A precise clock synchronization between the original data byte and the delayed
one is required. Meanwhile all the logic devices used in the circuit should have their
switching characteristics as identical as possible. Otherwise a number of spikes will
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occur at the output. This may result In a serious waveformjitter after passing through the
D/A conversion operation.

The realized digital 60Hz notch filter uses an analog subtractor. The indicative
diagram In Figure 5.7 gives Its configuration. The received signal is sampled and
converted Into 8-bits digital data samples. Then, the digital data are immediately
converted back to an analog signal waveform by a D/A converter . This ensures in the
later subtraction operation that the delayed signal may be subtracted from the incoming
signal at a proper position. Meanwhile the digital data are fed Into a digital ttme-delaying
circuit to be delayed l/60Hz seconds. This resulting delayed data is converted back to an
analog signal by another D/A converter. The subtractor then accepts the signals from the
two D/A converters and performs a subtraction operation on them in an analog mode.

Although two D/A converters are used, this configuration still has a relatively simple
circuit, because the presently available 8 bits D/A converters require very few external
elements.

An operational amplifier is used as a subtractor. As mentioned earlier, it doesn't

produce those spikes reported with the digital subtractor. A relatively clear outcome
could be obtained at its output.
Sbits

INPUT

D/A
Sbits J

OUTPUT

Y ^-- -.. - gbits

^ Digital <—/-N
^ Time-Delay -

D/A

Circuit \

Figure 5.7 Configuration of the digital 60Hz notch filter using an analog
subtractor
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5.3.2.1 A/D converter

Since the time-delaylng circuit works in a digital mode, the digitallzation of the
received signal is necessary. In our system, the received signal Is spectrum-spreaded over

a wide frequency range. Due to the action of the input band-pass filter In front of the
notch filter, the received signal occupies a bandwidth of 268.8KHz. With Nyquist
criterion, the sampling frequency for such a signal should satisfy:
fs S 2 • B = 2 • 268.8KHz = 537.6KHz (5.2)
where Js Is the sampling frequency and B is the bandwidth.

Some experimental results showed that a higher sampling rate , say four times, is
necessary to reduce the waveform-jitters occurring at the output of the notch filter. For
the convenience of clock generation, the sampling frequency is considered to be
fs= 4» B = 4- 268.8KHz = 1.0752MHz (5.3)
The A/D conversion operation Is perfbnned by a MC 10319, a monolithic high
speed 8-blt A/D flash converter. With an external clock, the MC 10319 can convert the
Instantaneous amplltude of an analog signal within a range of ±2V into a binaiy digital
data of 8 bits. It can work at a rate of up to 25MHz, that is high enough to support the A/D
conversion operation in our system.

5.3.2.2 Time-delaying circuit

The achieved tlme-delaylng circuit is a digital data-delay-access system based on
an Idea of Cfrrular RAM Buffers [30]. It consists of a RAM (MCM6206—32kx8 bits fast
static random access memory), an address counter and two data-buffers as shown in

Figure 5.8. The signal RAM-W controls the RAM for two different operations (low level
for "WRITE" and high level for "READ"). The signal Cs (f=fs). which is the sampling clock
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used by the A/D converter, is used here to drive the address counter and to control the
outputs of the RAM and Input data-bu£Fer(low level for "ON" and high level for "OFF").
BUF-CLK is a clock signal specially used for the operations of the data-buffers. These
controlling signals are provided by the frequency reference circuit.

i

Birf-CLK

^ 11

^^

cue

INPUT

/OC

cue

OUTPUT

m

J.

n

RAM-W

RAM

CLK Address counter

Figure 5.8 Configuration of digital time-delaying circuit
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Figure 5.9 Timing relationship in the 60Hz notch filter
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Figure 5.9 illustrates the waveforms and timing relationship tn this circuit. In the
first half of each Cg period, a "READ" operation is carried out to extract the data saved In
the RAM cell that is pointed by the address counter. The extracted data is sent through the
output data-buffer to a D/A converter. In last half of each Cs period a "WRTTE" operation
is performed so that the data byte coining from the A/D converter can be saved in this
cell. After that, the address counter is driven by Cg to point to next memory cell for the
same operation during the next clock period. The changing of the addresses of the RAM
occurs at the rising transitions of the clock signal Cg.

In this circuit, the address counter continuously cycles the RAM'S addresses. The

incoming data are saved In the cells of the RAM byte by byte and then extracted out when
the address counter gets access to the cells again. This operation is circulated so that the

time interval of access to each memory cell depends on the quantity of the memory cells
and the rate of the driving clock Cg.
Let M denote the quantity of the memoiy cells used and Tg denote the clock period
of Cs, then the total time needed for circulating all memory cells once is
T=M»Ts (5.4)

It means that every memory cell will be selected once each T seconds and the data byte
saved In one cell would be extracted T seconds later. In other words, the data is delayed
for T seconds before appearing at the output. So the time T corresponds to the delay time
Td provided by the circuit. Obviously, Trf may be adjusted by either M or Tg.
We know that Td equals l/60Hz and Tg is equal to I/ 1.0752MHz. The quantity of
the memory cells needed Is therefore
)6

M=-^-=LU7:5ixur= 17920 (5.5)
T.
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This number can be obtained by controlling the counting range of the address counter,
l.e., the content of the address counter should be from 0 to 17920. On the other hand,
Equation (5.4) indicates that a signal of 60Hz could be obtained if we choose Tg equal to
1,1.0752MHz and M equal to 17920. This result may be utilized by the frequency
reference circuit. In other words, the address counter could be shared by the two

subsystems. The realization of the address counter will be discussed later with the
frequency reference circuit.

Because the driving clock used by the notch filter is synchronized in frequency
with the 60Hz power source signal, the frequency response characteristic of the notch
filter can take into account any frequency drift of the AC power source. It thus can keep a
constant suppression of the 60Hz signal. A test showed that this notch filter can suppress
by more than 25dB the 60Hz signal and its harmonies. Figure 5.10 gives this test result.

Output (dB)
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•o,
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6
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-30
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Figure 5.10 Frequency response characteristic of the 60Hz notch filter
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5.4 Frequency Reference
The frequency reference generator of the system provides a set of clock signals to
the transmitting and the receiving paths. Those signals are synchronized with the jittersmoothed 60Hz power source signal coming from the CCU. By so doing, both the
transmitter and the receiver are able to obtain a set of frequency-synchronlzed clocks for
their operations.

The frequency reference circuit consists of a PLL, a shaping circuit and a dividing
circuit. It may be Illustrated by the block diagram shown In Figure 5.11.

-^ 268.8KHz
134.4KHz

+8

/o=2.1504MHz

60Hz

Reference"

PLL

+14

+2

Divider 1
Limiter

).6KHz

Divider 2

co

(Ho) \

-BUFCLK
+2

-RAM/W
'ICs

+77920

Shaping

-I

cs

(/5=1.0752MHz)

Loop Divider'

Figure 5.11 Frequency reference system

5.4.1 PLL Circuit

Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is currently used in data communication systems as a
frequency tracker or a multiplier. In locked-in state, it can provide a signal which
presents a fixed phase difference as compared with its reference signal. Currently, a PLL

circuit Is Integrated into a single chip so that the design of the PLL circuit is greatly
simplified.
At present, there are many types of PLL devices available on the market. They
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show different circuit compositions and technical specifications. According to the
properties of their phase detectors, these PLL devices may be classified into two types:
linear and digital. The linear PLL devices usually use a Four-Quadrant-Multlpller as Its
phase detector. In the digital PLLs, an Exclusive-OR gate or an Edge-triggered J-K flipflop is Instead often used. Comparing the two types of PLLs, the digital PLLs have a
relatively wide lock-range and fast lock-ln speed but are noise sensitive due to the
properties of its phase-detector. The noise components corrupting its reference signal

may result in a serious phase-jitter tn its output. On the other hand, the linear PLLs can
tolerate a considerable degree of noise level in its reference. It is thus more suitable for
synchronization applications for which a noisy incoming signal is often used as a
reference.

In our system, the reference signal comes from the AC power supply source.

Although this reference is pre-processed for being jitter-smoothed, a certain level of
noise Is still unavoidable. Consequently a noise-tolerable PLL is desired. In addition to

the noise-protection capability, the operation frequency range of a PLL device is also an
important factor that must be considered. Most of the digital PLLs currently available
work within a relatively low frequency range and thus cannot be used in our system.
Hence a linear PLL device is a reasonable choice .

The XR-215, a monolithic linear PLL, is chosen to built the frequency reference
circuit in our system. Its pins assignation is given in Figure 5.12.

The XR-215 may have a variety of circuit connections for different applications.
Figure 5.13 gives a typical circuit connection for frequency generation. Only a very few of
the external elements must be determined by users according to the circuit requirement,
most others have their own recommended values given by the manufacturer.
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Figure 5.12 Ptns assignation of XR-215
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Figure 5.13 Typical circuit connection for frequency generation
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5.4.1.1 VCO Free-running frequency

The VCO free-running frequency , fo, is determined to be 2.1504MHz that is the
highest clock rate demanded by the system.
The frequency fo Is the output frequency of the VCO tn the situation of no input
signal. It may be fixed by the capacitor Co connected across pins 13 and 14 and Increased
by connecting an external reslstor Rx between pin 9 and 10. As extracted from the data
sheet of the XB215. the formula (5.6) can be used to estimate fhe value of Qy and Rx-

/o=^°(l+^6) ?1 (5.6)
-0 Kx

where Co Is in jjf and Rjc is in kQ. In general, Rx ss 750 Q. is recommended. In our system,

a Rx equal to 1k Q is used. By using formula (5.6 ). Co can be approximated as

2W(1 +^)=,1X1-(L =1.488x10-1
/o VA ' 1 / 2.1504 xl04

l.e., about 148.8 pf. In the practical system. Co is chosen to be a standard value of 150 pf.

5.4.1.2 Loop divider

In a PLL system, the output signal of the VCO must be fed back to the input of the
phase-detector to realize the phase comparison with the Incoming reference signal.

Hence a frequency-dlvlder is required in the feed-back loop to obtain a signal with the
same frequency as the reference signal. The frequency-dividing ratio N of the dlvider
should be:
N

=
REF

where Jo '- VCO output frequency
fpEF '• Reference frequency
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In our case, Jo is 2.1504MHz axid/REF is 60Hz. The required frequency-dlviding
ratio is therefore given by

N=2-15MX106 =35840 (5.8)

In the practical design, the whole dividing ratio is provided respectively by a Dtype flip-flop (+2) and a loop divider (+17920) illustrated by the broken-line block in
Figure 5.9. The D-type flip-flop serves also as a part of the shaping circuit and will be
further discussed In the analysis of the shaping circuit.
The loop divider consists of fifteen Toggle Hip-Hops realized with one 5C060.
Figure 5.14 shows its internal configuration. Its dividing ratio may be represented by the
binary expression:

N=214+210+29 (5.9)

This expression could be used to build a clear-to-zero logic signal to reset the divlder to
zero when its content is equal to N. By equation (5.9), the output signal of the clear-tozero logic should be

CLR= Q14 •/Q13»/Q12«/QirQ10Q9»/Q8*/Q7
•/Q6-/Q5«/Q4./Q3»/Q2./Q1./QO (5.10)
where Qk is the true state ofk-th stage of the dlvider and /Qk is the inverse of Qk.

The output of the clear-to-zero logic is buffered by a D-type flip-flop controlled by
the input clock and then fed back to every stage of the divider to reset them. This
guarantees that the reset operation is synchronous with the tnput clock.
The output of the divider is extracted from Q 13 instead of Q 14 because a more
symmetrical square wave of 60Hz can be obtained in this way .
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The loop divlder is shared by both the frequency reference circuit and the 60Hz
notch filter since the dlvider provides a counting Indication of each 17920 clock cycles as
required by the notch filter. The fifteen outputs of the divlder shown In Figure 5.14 are
used as address-controlltng lines to select the memory cells in the tlme-delaying circuit.

miHMI^H^
ADDRESS CONTROL UNES

CLOCK
(1.0T752MHZ)

ttWtttt

fdw

(60Hz)

u
CLK D

CLEAR
Figure 5.14 Internal configuration of the loop divider
With such a PLL circuit, a signal with a central frequency of 2.1504MHz is
obtained from the output of the VCO. By changing the frequency of the incoming
reference signal, the VCO can change its output frequency within a range of±35KHz, i.e.,
about ±16% of the central frequency. It means that the frequency of the reference signal
is allowed to fluctuate within ±9.6Hz (±16% of 60Hz). In North America, time-of-day
frequency charts for electrical generators typically show variations of up to 0.02 parts in
60 (±0.03 percent) [2]. Consequently the frequency range of this PLL circuit is wide enough
to track the frequency variation of the AC power source. In the meantime, a phase-jitter
of approximate 20ns was observed at the output of the VCO when the reference signal was
from a standard signal generator. This phase-jitter could be known as an outcome of the
PLL Itself. As compared with the operating frequency of the system— 134.4KHz, such a
phase-Jitter is tolerable.
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5.4.2 ShautMClrcult
The task of the shaping circuit is the generation/ of a set of signals (from the
outcome of the PLL circuit) that have Identical frequency but different waveforms for the
usages of the 60Hz notch filter circuit.
The output signal of the VCO is a sawtooth waveform. It is changed into a
squarewave by passing through a Umlter and then fed Into the shaping circuit. The
shaping circuit can provide four pulse sequences of 1.0752MHz required by the 60Hz
notch filter. Its circuit structure and waveforms are detailed tn Figure 5.15.

5.4.3 Dividing Circuit
As shown In Figure 5.11, the dividing circuit accepts the signal Co as Its input
(2.1504MHz) and then produces three clock sequences: 268.8KHz, 134.4KHz and 9.6KHz.
Those clocks will be fed to the transmitting and receiving paths.
The dividing circuit is composed of two dividers: Divider 1 and Divider 2. The
Divider 1 is a 4-stage binary counter. It is integrated with the clock synchronization
system into one 5C060 chip. It yields 268.8KHz and 134.4KHz sequences. A presettable 4bit down counter. CD4526, is configured as a divider. It further divides the 134.4KHz
sequence coming from the Divider 1 by fourteen to yield a sequence of 9.6KHz.
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Fig. 5.15 Waveform shaping
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5.5 Correlator

The correlator In the receiver accepts a binary version of the received spread

spectrum signal and yields the desired baseband data signal at its output if a correct
match is reached between the incoming signal and the stored PN sequence.
5.5.1 Hardlimlter
To get a binary version of the Incoming signal, a simple digitallzation method Is
used, that is a hardUmlter is put in front of the correlator. It normalizes the amplitude of
the Incoming signal and reduces the maximum value of pulse Interference added with the
desired signal.

The hardllmiter consists of a pre-ampltfier, a Schmitt-Trigger and a zerocrossing detector, as shown in Figure 5.16.

+5V

t
From post
band-pass

ajui-r

t

d-*

Output

filter

Pre-amplifier RC integrator Schmitt-Trigger Cross-zero detector

Figure 5.16 Schematic of the hardlimiter
The output signal from the post band-pass filter is a bipolar one within the range
of ±5V. To make the hardlimiter work effectively, a pre-amplifier with a voltage gatn of
about 6dB is used. The amplitude-clipping operation is fulfilled by the followed SchmittTrigger, which has an input-output voltage hysteresis characteristic as shown in Figure
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5.17. Since its ON-input voltage and OFF-input voltage are respectively set at 2V and -2V,
those signal components with an amplltude less than ± 2Vp-p cannot produce an output
from the Schmitt-Trigger. It reduces In a certain degree the affections of the noise and the
Interference. A RC Integrator Is inserted between the pre-amplifier and the SchmittTrigger. It further smoothes the waveform from the preamplifier and absorbs those
narrow pulse Interferences and spikes on the signal waveform. By passing through a
zero-crossing detector, the blpolar signal from the Schmitt-Trigger is converted into an
unlpolar pulse sequence that will be fed to the correlator input.
Vout

^-Vin

Figure 5.17 Input-output voltage hysteresis characteristic of the SchmittTrigger

5.5.2 Interpretation of Correlation Process

A correlation operation on a spread spectrum signal centered at frequency (Dc
could be represented by the model shown in Figure 5.18. A local osciUator must be used to
provide a local frequency reference of o)c to recover the baseband signal. Since a

correlation process actually performs in time domain a codewords comparison bit by bit,
it is possible to find an equivalent method to compact the two mixing operations into
just one.
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Received signal

Baseband signal

cos ((Opt) PN
Figure 5.18 Model for correlation operation on signal centered at ©c

As shown In Figure 5. 19, the BPSK modulated symbol "1" used In our system could
be Interpreted as two digital bits "10", and a symbol "0" could be interpreted as "01". In
this way, the BPSK modulation Impressed on the baseband PN sequence in our system
could be seen as a sequence transformation from <1010011nto"1001100101l010"ata
double speed. Similarly, the correlation operation may be considered as an inversion.

Therefore a correlation operation based on the digital matched-fUter principle may be
interpreted as:
• Receiving a digitized incoming signal sequence of 14 bits (two bits for one
symbol) at a rate of 268.8Kbits/sec;
• Checking the content Cr(n) =[ci .02...... ci4] of the sequence,

if Cr(n) =10011001011010, then a +PN sequence (1010011) Is received;
if Cr(n) ==01100110100101, then a -PN sequence (0101100) is received:
Symbol

I

I
I

"1"

i ! 0

Symbol "0"

I

0 ; 1

Symbol

"1"

I

i !

0

Figure 5.19 Interpretation of BPSK modulated symbols
Such a correlator can be constructed with 14 shtft-registers driven by a clock of
268.8KHz. The states of the registers may be checked in two groups: group "1"—all bits
expected to be 1, and group "0"—all bits expected to be 0. For instance, if a +PN sequence Is

received, we have Cr(n)=[1001100101 1010], i.e.,
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Ci, C^CS.GS. CIQ. Cn, Ci3=l; C2. 03, CQ, Cj, Cg, Ci2. €14= 0

By checking the states of the bits In the two groups, we can determine whether and which
one of the PN sequences has been received.

5.5.3 Correlation in Non-Error Situation

Let us represent the two PN sequences ofBPSK modulation version as:
+pn= 10011001011010
- pn = 011001 10100101 (5.11)
and consider to divide the bits of Cr(n) Into two set:
= t^'p^'4»^'5»^'8»^'lo'^'ll'^'13.

W = [c^c^c^c^c^c^c^} (5.12)
In the situation of no error happening during the transmission. +pn and -pn can be

detected from Cr(n) by the following method:
Let the logic variables Gj , GO, HI and HO have the following definitions:

Gi=A(F). Go=0(F). ^= AW, and ^o=^W t5.13)
where A(F) =^ •€4 •€5 •Cg •c^ •c^ • c^

0(7) = Ci +C-4 +Cs +Cg +qo +q: +^3

A(W}=c^c^c^c^c^c^^c^
0(W) = €2 +C3 +Cg +€7 +€9 +Ci2 +^4 (5.14)
with * • 'is a logic AND function, ' + ' isa logic OR function. We can form two logic

expressions with those logic variables:

MC=G^HO
SP=G^H,

(5.15)

So Cj(n) may be determined by:

{•¥pn if MC=1

cr(n)-[-7n \ TP=I (5-16)
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We have defined in the spread spectrum operation that a +PN sequence is used to
modulate a baseband symbol "1" and a -PN is used for a symbol "O", hence the content

Cr(n) of the shlft-reglsters can be direcfly decoded for the baseband symbols according to
the following logic expression:

p(t)=

fl if MC=1
0
if SP=1

(5.17)

Also by using equation (5.13), we could set up a logic identification Indicating when a
correct correlation is reached:

CL=MC+SP

(5.18)

The variable CL can be used for synchronization purpose. The synchronization system

can start to work when it identifies that the variable CL is true.
Figure 5.20 shows the basic structure of the correlator derived from the above
theory.

GO

+

x

s
cl| C2

< »J

C3|C4| Cs|C,|C7| Cg|

s-i

Gl

t t ttt

+

ColC

i

|C12| C13|C14|

x

-^^ HI
HO

Figure 5.20 Basic structure of the correlator
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5.5.4 Correlation on The Received Signal with Errors
The method given by (5.16) doesn't work in the situation of errors happening
during transmission because the definitions In (5.13) did not tolerate any error bits. So
the definitions In (5.13) must be modified to take into account some possible error bits.
In our system, two error bits are allowed In Crfn}. To simplify the logic design. the
two error bits are assumed to belong to Y and W respectively. The definitions In (5.13)
are then modified as

G,=A(r)+^c;»A(y..). Go=o(D+^[c;+o(y,)]

H, =A(W)+^-A(W,) H, =OOV)+^[c;+<90V,)] (5.19)
/

1

where (=1,4,5.8.10.11,13; J=2.3.6.7.9,12.14; and Y and W are two sets of bits of Cr(n)
specified by (5.12) but not Including bit c. By using the logic expressions tn (5.15) and the
modified variables given by (5.19) , we can fulfill the tasks of the symbol decoding with
(5.17) and the correlation identification with (5.18) In the case where two or less than two
bits in Cr(n) are in error.

5.5.5 Detection Threshold Value [32]

The detection threshold value of a con-elator is such a level that only those signals
at the output of the correlator having a higher level than It are accepted as effective . The
calculation and selection of the threshold value may be based on the value of the autocorrelation function of the PN sequence.
Equation (3.4) gave the expression of the auto-correlatlon function of a discrete
sequence. In the process of the correlation operation, this function can be obtained by
comparing the incoming sequence and the saved sequence and then counting the numbers
of the agreements and disagreements between them. Let N be the total bits number of the
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sequence, G be the number of the agreements and D the number of the disagreements, the
correlation function R between the two sequences is then given by

R=G-D=N-2D

(5.20)

A normalized correlation function R' may be obtained by dividing Equation (5.20) by JV:
R=R:=1-2D: (5.21)
N ' ~N

Obviously, R' will be equal to or less than one depending on the number D of error bits
allowed.

The performance of the correlator will be affected by the selection of D. The
correlator will fall in yielding a correlation output from a received signal with
significant errors if a too small value of D is chosen. On the other hand, a large value of
D results in a high false-detection probability.
With (5.21) we know that the correlator using definition (5.12) has a detection
threshold value equal to 1. The correlator discussed in Section 5.5.4 presents a detection
threshold value of
/?=1-2-D= 1-2-2-= 0.71 (5.22)
'N ' "14""^

5.5.6 Anah^sls on Miss and False Alarm Error Rates of The Correlator j33]
A miss refers to the failure of the correlator to produce a correlation spike that
attains or exceeds a preassigned correlation threshold. For a correlator with D errors

allowed, the probability of a miss in detecting the PN sequence is the probability of more
than D errors in Cr(n).

For any given number of errors, the number of combinations of a sequence of N

bits out of which I bits are in error (I < D) and N-I are correct is given by the binomlal
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coefficlent

W| N\

[i^-wTJy. (5-23)
Assume that p Is the bit error probability of the received sequence Cr(n), then the
probability of a particular Cr(n) of I errors and N-I nonerrors is
PI(l-pf~I

(5.24)

and the probability of any arrangement of I errors and N-I nonerrors is

^ \PI^-P}N~I (5.25)

The total probability of a PN hit is the sum of the above for 0< I < D. Thus

pc=2T; ]^d -Pf~1 (5.26)
/=0'

The probability of a miss is stmply
0=1-Pc

(5.27)

In our system, we have N=14 and D=2. Assuming that a bit error rate p equaling
10-1 can be attained during the transmission, we have Pc =0.842, which corresponds

to a miss probability of Q =0.158. If a p equaling 10~2 is reached, we have Pc = 0.997 and
0 =. 0.003 respectively.

The false alarm refers to the occurrence of a PN hit from. the correlator when the

PN Is not actually present. The probability of a false alarm, Pf, is given by the
probability of accidental occurrence of the pn in the wrong location within the number of
errors D established by the correlation threshold. For a sequence of N bits, the total
number of combinations in which D or less than D errors occur is
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^<w

n"I

(5.28)

/=0'

Assuming that all bits tn Cr(n) are equally likely to produce errors, the probability of
occurrence of one that precisely corresponds to +pn or -pn is 2~(N~1). Then the probability

of a false alarm is

p
,4.
/ — ^JV-1

'm

(5.29)

For our correlator (N=14 and D=2), we have

Pr
= TT7[1 + 14 + 91] = -;m6r = 1.29 X 10-2 (5.30)
/-213LA ' ^ ' ^J-8192
*

5.5.7 Implementation of The Correlator

The correlator based on (5.19) has the same structure as the one shown in Figure
5.18 but contains a much more complex logic organization.

The correlator uses two 5C060 chips shared with the frame synchronization
system. The logic-AND and logic-OR items demanded by Equation (5.19) are implemented
by extracting the true or complement states from each stage of the shift-reglsters and then
combining them respectively with 8-tnput AND logics or OR logics. The outputs from
those logics are organized in the structure shown in Figure 5.21 to obtain the outputs of
the recovered symbols p{t) and the identification of correlation CL . The symbol p(t}
obtained through a J-K flip-flop doesn't have the RZ pulse waveform like the one of the
transmitter but a NRZ one because its clock signal comes from CL that appears only once
each symbol period.
Both p(t) and CL will be forwarded to the frame synchronization circuit for
further processings.
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Figure 5.21 Logic organization of the correlator

5.6 Synchronization Circuits

Three synchronization operations are required in our system. They are the clock

synchronization, the frame synchronization and the packet synchronization.
The received signal z(t) = x(t) + i(t) from the second band-pass filter is passed
through a hard limlter to be shaped as a digital pulse sequence z(r) = x{t) + i(,t), where
x(t) and i(t) are respectively the desired signal and the Interference components of the
amplitude-llmited signal version. To accept x(t) for correlation operation, the
correlator needs a clock with a phase closely matched to that of x(t). The Jltter-smoothed
60Hz signal garantees fhat both the transmitter and the receiver have the same operating
frequencies but cannot guarantee the same phase. Therefore recovering the clock phase,

called here the clock synchronization operation, is a must before being able to consider
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the correlation operation. Furthermore, as the detection threshold value of the

correlator is chosen to equal 0.71. some false results may appear at the output of the
correlator. The system must be capable to reject those falsehoods. This Identification
may be fulfilled by taking advantage of the specified data frame in our system. This is
the mission of the frame synchronization system. The packet synchronization in our
system means the identification of the beginning and content of a data packet. This will
be carried out by the software. Figure 5.22 indicates the Inherent relations among the
correlator, the clock synchronization, and the frame synchronization systems.

z(t)=x(t)+i(t)

Frame
Synch.

Correlator

SYN
DATA

'p(t)
Clock

Synch.

' cd

Figure 5.22 Clock and frame synchronization systems

5.6.1 Clock Synchronization

The clock synchronization system (CSS) is inserted in front of the correlator to
provide a clock signal cd at the rate of 268.8KHz. The phase of cd should be relatively
fixed with respect to the signal component x(t) . The CSS continuously monitors the
output of the hard limiter and will adapt the phase of cd once detecting the appearance of
x(t). The correlator then can use cd to read x(t) into its shift-registers for the
correlation operation. Since i(t), the noise and interference components buried in the
received signal, could be also shaped as digital impulses i(t) by the hard Umiter, they will
result tn a false clock synchronization. The CSS must be capable to distinguish those
noise impulses and minimize their affection.
The specific signal waveform used in our system provides the possibility to
discriminate between the signal and the noise. Figure 5.23 shows the ideal waveform
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representing the signal x(t). Its timing Information can be esrtracted from zc(t), a narrow
impulse sequence obtained by detecting the transitions of x(t). Comparing zc(t) with
^c(f), we find that the smallest interval between two adjacent impulses of the sequence
zc(t) equals d, which is the basic active pulse width of x(f).
To sample a digital signal like x(Q, it is desirable to chose the sampling Instants
at the middle of each pulse. This may be achieved by delaying the sampling instant by a
half of the Impulse duration from the rising edge of the impulse. Due to the affection of
the transmission characteristics of the channel, waveform distortion of the received
signal usually occurs. The pulse width of the signal x{t) will be variable. This affection
must be taken into account. Some parameter fluctuations of the signal waveform should

be allowable during the identification of the signal.

T
x(t)

•o"

T

ru
"o*

"0"

•I" I

T'

I
t;++lHIHI^tt^lt

zc(t)
sampling
instants

2d

1 ^r

dll

Figure 5.23 Waveform features, timing information

and sampling instants of the signal x(t)

For reasons above, we come to the following conclusions about the Identification

of the waveforms of the signal x(t) and the determination of the sampling instants:
Any impulse of x(t) should have an active width of at least d/2 or more,
otherwise It Is considered as a noise :
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The signal x(t) should be sampled once in each time interval d . The desired
sampling Instants should be positioned at d/2 after each impulse of zc(t)',
The widest active impulse width of the signal x(t) is approximately 2d
(considering a degraded waveform) so that x(t) shouldn't be sampled more than twice in
the interval of time occuring between any two impulses of zc(t).
The sampling Instants shown in Figure 5.23 take into account those
considerations.

We have noted that the received signal waveform is usually degraded during
transmission. Being obtained through a hard Itmiter with a fixed threshold value, the
signal x(t) will have waveform transitions slipping over the ttme, l.e., the sequence zc(t)
has a slipping phase. The sampling instants should thus track the phase of zc(t) to keep a
proper sampling position. Figure 5.24 gives an example: an ideal waveform xj, (t) , a
degraded waveform xsft). their respective hard-limited Impulse waveforms x^(t) and
X^(t), and the desired associated sampling instants.

^(t^

Threshold vajue of hard limiter

^(t.

sampling

instant

\w
sampling
instant

dl2

Figure 5.24 Sampling instants for the ideal and degraded signals
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A clock signal cd whose phase is determined according to the above principles is
the one required by the correlator to read x(t).

A CSS system combtning the above considerations is illustrated in Figure 5.25. It
consists of an Impulse-edge detector, a multiple-phase clock generator, an excess-

sampllng-clock locking circuit and the output controlling circuit for the clock signal ccL
Its timing relationship and waveforms Is given In Figure 5.29. It shares one 5C060 chip
with the dividing circuit of the frequency reference system.

~x(t)

Edge

detector

ZC(Q

^-^

^

Multiple-phase
generator

\ph4

9—^

[>

cd

Lock

Excess pulse

locking circuit
/co

Figure 5.25 Configuration of the CSS system

The Impulse-edge detector contains a 2-bits shift-register and a module-2 summer.

It is shown In Figure 5.26. The 2-bit register is driven by the clock CQ (2.1504MHz) , so the
impulse-edge detector possesses a time distinguishability of TO (about 0.47p.s). It is
sensitive to the transitions of any impulses whose active width exceeds TO and can yield a
pulse sequence zc(t), in which each pulse has an active width of TO , in accordance with
the waveform edges of x(t) (see waveforms x(t), zl, z2 and zc(D in Figure 5.29).
zl

Figure 5.26 Pulse-edge detector ctrcult
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The multlple-phase generator is used to determine the sampling instants. A basic
pulse duration of x(t) is considered as containing 8 sub-periods of TO. Each sub-period is
known as a possible choice for the sampling instants. We begtn the sub-periods from the
rising edge of zc(D and have a preference for the fourth sub-period as the sampling Instant
(see waveform ph4 in Figure 5.29). This sub-period is used to select the sampling pulse
from the clock sequence /CQ . Only the one falling in this sub-period is sent out as the
desired clock signal ccL The multlple-phase generator Is composed of three Toggle flipflops and a logic AND gate, as shown in Figure 5.27. It is actually a 3-bits btnaiy counter

n

driven by the clock signal Co and cleared by the signal zc. When the content of the counter
reaches 3, the logic AND gate goes on to produce the selecting signal ph4.
zc

+v

T /Q

T"/Q

i

T /Q

F^>-

ph4

Co

Figure 5.27 Multiple-phase generator
The excess pulse locking circuit is used to control the number of the successive
clock signal cd In the range of 2. It is initiated by each pulse of zc(t) and will lock the
output gate for cd once two successive cd pulses have been sent out. Figure 5.28 gives its

configuration. Two Toggle flip-flops implement a 2-bits counter that is driven by the
output signal ph4 of the multiple-phase generator. After the counter receives two ph4
pulses, a Lock signal is generated to shut off the output gate for the signal ccL The next
coming pulse ph4 will disable the locking circuit until another zc pulse appears.
Any noise or interference impulses t'(r) having an active width less than TO cannot
disturb the operation of the CSS because they are not able to yield a pulse at the output of
the tmpulse-edge detector. The affection from those interference impulses with a wider
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active duration is possible. The long-duratlon Interference and the waveform
degradation are the matn reasons for errors from the CSS. Since the sampltng clock cd
Is designed to appear at about d/2 after each zc(t) impulse, the correct identification of
x(t) can be guaranteed provided that the variation of the impulse width of x(t) is in the
range of±d/2.

fccm

+v
zc

D /Q

T"/Q

T"/Q

CLK Q

CUC Q

CLK Q

ph4

^
la>J

Figure 5.28 Excess pulse locking circuit
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8j 1 12131*4

7 l8

cd
Figure 5.29 Waveforms of the CSS system

5.6.2 Frame Synchronization

In theoiy. only the signals that have the same auto-correlation features as that of
the stored PN sequence can yield a maximum spike at the output of the correlator. In our
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system, the maximum output of the correlator should appear at the instants
corresponding to the end of each received PN sequence. However, noises. Interferences

and waveform distortion of the received signals may make the correlator fail to yield a
correct output. As shown tn Figure 5.30. some false spikes may appear at the output of the
correlator and the desired correlation outputs may be suppressed by the Inferences. The
receiver must be capable of verifying the outcomes of the correlator and finding out the
beginning location of the data packet to start the data reception and processing. The
frame synchronization system (FSS) is used for this purpose.

x(t)

Expected

conelator
output

te

Tbit

(l/9600Hz)

Noise and

interfaence

Suppressed CL

x

Actual

conelator
ou4>ut

Figure 5.30 Outputs of the correlator
The FSS accepts the correlation identification signal CL and the estimated
symbols p(t) from the correlator. It detects the periodicity of the CL sequence and will
yield a synchronization confirmation Hag signal SYN tf a desired signal sequence Is
indeed received. The estimated symbols p(t) will be sent to the microprocessor under the
control of the signal SYN as a data signal for further processing.
The designed FSS is a state-machine system that has four states. The transitions
among the states depend on three specified conditions. Figure 5.31 Illustrates its state-
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transition diagram.

OVTM

ICYC

SYN=0 SYN=0 SYN=0 SYN=1

Figure 5.31 State transitions of FSS
The state and specified conditions are as foUows:

State SO.

Search:

The FSS works on a "stand-by" status in SO. To search for the preamble byte of the

data packet, it responds to any spikes from the correlator and will enter in state SI if a
CL pulse is detected.
State SI—Synchronization Verification 1:
Figure 5.30 indicated that the signal CL derived from the desired signals should be
a pulse sequence with a time interval of Tbit (1,9.6KHz). So a timing "window" of Tbit is
set up while the FSS enters in the state Sl . The FSS continuously measures the time
intervals between the spikes coming from the correlator and accepts only those incoming
within the window. A transition condition CYC is known as being satisfied if a CL pulse
is received within the window. In this case, the FSS transits from the state SI to the
state S2. Otherwise the FSS will stay at the state Sl until the CYC is attained. If the FSS
doesn't receive any CL pulse from the correlator in a time internal of approximately two

tlmesTbft, an "overtime" condition OVTM is reached and the FSS will be forced back to
state SO to start searching process again.
State S2—Synchronization Verification 2:
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In state S2, the FSS continues to verify the periodicity of the CL sequence by
following the same detection rules as that in Sl except /CYC, a complementary condition
of CYC. Any detection of CL outside the timing window represents the condition /CYC
and will force the FSS back to state SJ. A successful CL makes FSS go forward to state
S3.

The synchronization confirmation flag SYN is set to 0 in states SO, Sl and S2. It
Indicates that no frame synchronization is established yet.

State S3—Synchronization Trace:

A frame synchronization is established once the FSS reaches the state S3. The
synchronization confirmation flag SYN will be set to 1. With this flag the CCU will start
to receive the DATA signal from the gate under control of FSS for further data
processings. The maintenance of this state depends on the agreement between the
Incoming CLs and the specified condition CYC. The timing window is kept to be active.
As in other states, the FSS wUI return to state SO if it doesn't receive any CL pulse in
successive two timing windows.

By using this synchronization mechanism, a frame synchronization may be

established only after the FSS has received at least three successive legitimate CL pulses.
Since the initial phase of the timing window is determined by three successful CL pulses,
the affection from false spikes yielded by noises and interferences outside the windows
could be substantially reduced. We previously mentioned in Chapter 4 that there is an
all-zero preamble in front of each data packet. This preamble is used here for the frame
synchronization. The FSS has sufficient time to buUt up the frame synchronization in
the time of the preamble because it only needs three out of eight PN sequences contained
in the preamble.

Figure 5.32 presents the circuit structure, the controlling signals and the state
University of Sherbrooke
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transitions of the FSS. The FSS Is Implemented with a 5C060, which Is shared with a

DATA

^ SYN

clock

(134.4KHz)

(a) Frame synchronization system configuration

1/1

False CL cannot be accepted

Timing window ^ by Ae Fss once SYN=1

CL

I I

<e_

I I

I I

11M.....JL

CYC

n

OVTM

SYN

SO i Sl • S2

S3 i S3

S3 i S3

S0\ Sl l S2

Successively missing two
CL results in the FSS reset

(b) Signals and states transitions in the FSS
Figure 5.32 Frame synchronization system
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part of the correlator. The state machine is actually composed of two Toggle flip-flops.
Five other Toggle flip-flops construct a binary counter, which is driven by an external
clock of 134.4KHz. as a timing circuit. Since Tfctt=l/9.6KHz=14/ 134.4KHz (approximately
104ps). the timing window CYC is centered at the content of the timer which is equal to
14. The actual window CYC Is active every time the content of the timer equals 13 to 15. It
corresponds to a timing period of 104 Hs±7.4 HS and thus allows a certain timing Jitter in
the CL sequence . The overtime condition OV7M is set up when the content of the timer is
equal to 31. It corresponds to a time interval of about 231 ps.

5.6.3 Analysis of The Miss and False Frame Synchronization Error Rates

The analysis of the miss and false frame synchronization rates may be done by
utilizing the results on the error rates of the correlator previously presented in section
5.5.6.

The missjrame synchronization rate refers to the failure of the FSS to establish a
frame synchronization when three correct PN sequences have been successively received.

Since missing any one of these sequences by the correlator could results in the failure of
establishing a frame synchronization, the probability of missing frame
synchronization, denoted by Pms. should be equal to the missing rate of the correlator
given by equation (5.27), that is
Pms=0=l-Pc (5.31)

The false frame synchronization rate , Pfs, concerns the possibility of a frame
synchronization by the action of a series of false correlation spikes. For our FSS system,
at least three successive CL pulses within the internals of Tbu are required to set up the
frame synchronization. Equation (5.29) gave the probability of yielding a false output
from the correlator. Clearly, the probability of occurence of three such false outcomes is
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P^ . The false frame synchronization corresponds with such an event that not only has
three successive false CL pulses but also shows a time interval precisely equal to Tbit
between them. It is too complex to give an accurate expression of Pfs because we must

refer to the time distribution of these errors. However we definitely have

Pjs<Pj3

(5.32)

We have ah-eady shown that a Pf of about 1.29 x 10~2 can be attained by our system so

that
P^ <: (1.29 x 10-2)3 = 2.14 x 10-" (5.33)

8.7 Power Amplifier and Coupling Network

5.7.1 Power Amplifier

The power amplifier (PA) Is the final stage of the transmitter. The spread
spectrum signal from the modulator is amplified up to the power level required by the
system and Injected Into the power line through a coupling network.
Two factors must be considered in the design of the power amplifier:
1) Output power
In general, a transmitter should have a high output power in order to obtain a
transmission distance as long as possible. However a high transmitting power is

unsuitable for a PLC system because it may generate undesirable affection to other
apparatus connected to the power line. An output power of about 1W is currently a
popular choice.

2) Output impedance
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It has been mentioned in Chapter 1 that the power line shows a low characteristic
impedance in the frequency range below 500KHz (typically around 1-50 ohms). The
output power amplifier of the transmitter should thus have a low output Impedance to
match to the power line.
The achieved power amplifier and associated circuits are shown In Figure 5.33.
Six transistors were used to build the power amplifier with low output impedance [34]. It
accepts the three-state signal from the modulator and can produce an output voltage of
approximately 4Vp on a load of 10 ohms. This corresponds to a peak output power of
about 1.5W.

+12V

4V
0

r

Output

K-^-R--!'

Input 0&—+

^

Ro=10 ohms

-12V

PA High-pass filter
Note: The value of all elements are given in ANNEX A.
Figure 5.33 The power amplifier and the high-pass filter
To protect the PA stage from the affections of the 60Hz power source signal and
other low frequency interference components from the power line, a high-pass passive

filter is inserted between the PA and the coupling network. The hlgh-pass filter is a
second order Buttenvorth network, which consists of two coils and three capacltors, with
a low cut-off frequency set at 2KHz.
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5.7.2 Coupllnff Network and TX/RX Switch
Figure 5.34 Illustrates the circuit of the coupling network and the TX/RX switch.
The coupling network of this system should effectively couple the output signal
from the PA stage to the power line and conveys the received spread spectrum signal from
the power line channel Into the receiver. Meanwhile, it provides an impedance matching
between the final PA stage of the system and the power line. The coupling network In our
system is a wlde-band transformer built around a magnetic core of 25 mm outside
diameter. Its primary winding Is made of 110 turns (#28 wire) and shows an tnductance
of about 100 mH at the frequency of 134.4KHz. The second winding of the transformer
has 30 turns with the associated Inductance of 7 mH.

^tL

PA out >•—1

Power line

Ql
TX/RX

RXIn

control

RX:0 -^-

TX:1

Note: The value of all elements are given in ANNEX A
Figure 5.34 Coupling network and TX/RX switch
The TX/RX switch circuit consists of two transistors Q 1 and Q2 as shown in
Figure 5.34. Ql accepts the control signal from the MCU. Its "ON" state (when the control
signal at its base is high) results in Q2 off and the incoming path of the receiver is thus cut
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off. When the control signal is low, Ql is "OFF" and Q2 is on, the signal from the power
line channel is fed into the receiver via Q2. To protect the receiver from any high level
electric spike on the power line, a bi-direction protection circuit composed of two zener
dlodes and two common diodes is connected at the primary winding of the transformer.
It can absorb any signal with a peak ampUtude higher than 12V and hence reduces the
possible damage of the receiver due to any electric spike.
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CHAPTER 6
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
— SOFTWARE DESIGN
The software of this system performs the operations of the data packet
preparation, the spectrum spreading, the data decision and the system status control and
management. It was written with the assembler language and debugged on the
M68HC11EVB. The whole program occupies about 1K bytes of the memory space and is
listed in ANNEX C. The flow charts of the main subroutlnes in the program are given in
ANNEX B. Although the software requires only 256 bytes of RAM to support its operation,
the hardware architecture of the system still provides an external RAM space of 8K bytes
for future potential applications and update requirements.

Some special considerations for the system performance measurement were

brought within the design of the software How. These optional functions might be
modified or eliminated according to the test and application demands.

6.1 Brief Introduction to MC68HC11 [35]
The high-density complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (HCMOS)
MC68HC11 is an advanced 8-bits MCU with highly sophisticated on-chlp peripheral
capabilities. It has a nominal bus speed of 2MHz. In addition, the fully static design
allows operation at frequencies down to DC. On-chip memoiy systems Include 8K bytes of
read-only memory (ROM). 512 bytes of electrical erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM),
and 256 bytes of random-access memory (RAM).

Major peripheral functions are provided on-chip. An elght-channel analog-to-

digital (A/D) converter Is Included with eight bits of resolution. An asynchronous serial
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communications interface (SCI) and a separate synchronous serial peripheral Interface
(SPI) are Included. The main 16-blt, free-runnlng timer system has three input-capture
lines, five output-compare lines, and a real-time interrupt function. An 8-bit pulse
accumulator subsystem can count external events or measure external periods.
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Figure 6.1 Block diagram of MC68HC 11
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Figure 6.1 is a block diagram of the MC68HC11 MCU. This diagram shows the
major subsystems and how they relate to the pins of the MCU.
There are two fundamental modes of operation for the MC68HC11 MCU: single
chip and expanded. Each mode has a normal variation and a special variation. These
four mode variations are selected by the logic levels on the MODA and MODB pins while
the MCU Is in the reset state. Users are allowed to determine their own system
configurations by setting different logic levels on the two pins.
The MC68HC11 central processing unit (CPU) is responsible for executing all
software Instructions in their programmed sequence. Figure 6.2 Illustrates a
programmer's model of the MC68HC11 CPU.

0I7

0

B

8-BFT Accumulator A and B

15

D

15

IX

0 I Index Register X

15

IY

0 I Index Register Y

15

SP

0 I Stack Pointer

15

PC

0 I Program Counter

or 16-BFT Double Accumulator D

S XH INZV C| Condition Code Register

1_

Carry/Borrow from MSB
Overflow
Zero
Negative
I-Intemipt Mask

Half Carry (from Bit 3)
X-Intemipt Mask

Stop Disable

Figure 6.2 MC68HC 11 Programmer's model
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There are 64 control registers related to the subsystems of the MC68HC 11 MCU. By
changing the contents of the registers, the user can modify these subsystem's operation
modes and parameters for different application environments.
The MC68HC11 MCU provides an address space of 64K-bytes ($0000 to $FFFF).
The on-chlp RAM, ROM and control register block may be reposltloned to the beginning
of any 4K-byte page In the address map. Figure 6.3 shows the default address map
locations for the normal expended mode.
$0000-

^fi\
\\Vs^^l
EXT

$1000 •
$2000 •

1
\

0000

256-ByteRAM

OOFF

1000

64-Byte Register Block

103F

EXT

$BOOO— ^"\\VsXM

$cooo—
$EOOO-

$FFFF-

f

B 6001

512-ByteEEPROM

B7FFI

EXT

^

n

ww/.

J~

EOOO

FFFF

8K ROM

yr

FFCO
FFFF

Intemipt Vectors

(Normal)

Figure 6.3 Default memory map for the normal expanded mode
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QJ2 General Description of The Software
In the experimental system, a MC68HC11A1. which is an on-chlp ROM disabled
version of MC68HC11. Is connected to work In the normal expanded mode. The on-chlp
RAM of 256 bytes, the EEPROM of 512 bytes and the register block are located In the
address map at exactly the same positions as the default setting shown In Figure 6.3. The
system program is allocated at the area beginning from $FOOO (since the on-chip ROM is
disabled, the address space from $EOOO to $FFBF could be used by the external EPROM
device). The on-chlp RAM of 256 bytes is used for saving data and variables. The actual
address map of the system is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
0000
$0000 •

^'^XXXN
Not used

T

0090

Data and variables

OOEO

Stack

OOFF

Stack pointer

$1000-

64-Byte Register Block

$2000-

External RAM space(SK)

$3FFF—
Not used

$BOOO— XXXXXXN

f

B600|
B7FFI

512-ByteEEPROM
(not used)

Not used

$EOOOSystem Program

$FFFF-

Interrupt Vectors

Figure 6.4 Actual memoiy map of the system
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Most of the pins of Port A, Port D and Port E of the MC68HC11A1 are used by the
system for dififerent purposes. Figure 6.5 gives an indicative diagram about the sources or
destinations of the signals at those ptns.

PAO
PA1
PA2
PAS
PA4
PAS
PA6
PA7

60Hz Sample

CL

Packet Control
Jitter-Smoothed 60Hz Ref.
Syn. Clock for Data out

TX/RX Mode Control

External 9.6KHz Clock

PDO
PD1
MC68HC11A1 PD2

External Data In
Received Data out

TX out (Spread spectrum)

PD4
PD5

TX Syn. Clock( 134.4KHz)

External 9.6KHz Clock

SYN
DATA

PEG
PE1
PE2
PE3
PE4
PE5
PE6
PE7

TX/RX Control In

Figure 6.5 I/O pin applications of the MC68HC 11A1
The whole system program could be divided into three main parts: the system
initiation, the transmitting flow and the receiving flow. Figure 6.6 shows the global
system program How. Its operation could be described as follows.
When the system is powered up or manually reset, the MCU will automatically go
to a RESET vector from the interrupt vector area. This vector is actually the beginning
address of the system program. The program counter of the CPU then is pointed to the
system program to start operation.

INITIATION is a subroutine called by the main program. It sets up the initial
states and parameters of the system and cleans the data buffer areas used by both the
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transmitting and the receiving flows.

INITIATION

[errupU

AUTO-TRANSMHTING
«3S88S3SSSS3SS8%8SSSSS¥3iS8SSSS5S83S8:SSSSSSSSSS~

Jitter-Smoothed 60Hz
Reference Subsystem

Figure 6.6 Global system program flow
The blocks TX and RX presented in Figure 6.6 indicate the transmitting and
receiving Hows respectively. The mode switch between TX and RX depends on the state of
an external TX/RX mode control switch (introduced through PE7). Both the transmitting
flow and the receiving How have their own instruction sequences to monitor the state of

the TX/RX switch and will automatically jump to another mode after finishing an
integral operation once detecting an opposite state from the switch.

AUTO-TRANSMITTING in the dashed line block is an additional program for
testing system performance. After the initiation progress, the system automatically

enters the transmitting mode to continuously send 256 data packets. It will resume to the
receiving mode after that if the TX/RX switch is at position "RX". Since the quantity of
data bytes in each packet is already known , the total data bits sent are controlled exactly
at 32768 bits (8 bits x 16 x 256). The bit error rate of the system may be easily measured
by checking the number of error bits appearing at the receiver. It may be modified for a
different number of sent bits or be eliminated for a practical user system.
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&3 Jitter-Smoothed 60Hz Reference Subsystem
As a reference source, the Jltter-smoothed 60Hz reference subsystem (JSR) receives
a squared 60Hz power source waveform, measures its period, calculates the mean value of

the period using previous measurement results and generates, as the 60Hz frequency
reference signal, a square waveform at the average period of the received 60Hz signal.
The JSR uses two lines of the Port A (PAO and PA4). It utilizes the Input-capture
and output-compare functions provided by the Port A to measure the period of the
incoming 60Hz power source signal and to generate the output reference by using the
calculated mean period. The operation sequence is illustrated in Figure 6.7.
ti-2 . ^ . &'

\^-\^-\^-\_

J-U-LTLn

PAO

-^

Measure ts

r.=

D=

1-1 ' *t

T.

-»^h^_

Waveform gen.

^J-LTLTLTL
-^IDI-<-

Figure 6.7 Operation sequence of the JSR subsystem

The yielded 60Hz reference at PA4 is a symmetrical square-wave sequence. Its

period depends on the present and previous measurement results of the periods of the
incoming 60Hz power source signal at PAO. Assuming that N periods of the 60Hz power
source signal have been received and each of them is denoted as ti.(N.i), ti-Qq-2) . •••• ti-1

and ti respectively, then the present period ttme of the 60Hz reference signal at PA4 can
be indicated by
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This mean value reflects the frequency Huctuation of the power source during past
accumulated working time of the system so the afifectlon of any instantaneous frequency
drift of the power source could be minimized.
The program related to this subsystem consists of two Interrupt processing
routines: INTIC3 and INTOC4. The pin PAO is configured for the tnput-capture function.
Once a rising edge of incoming waveform is detected at PAO, an interrupt request will be
yielded by it so that the program counter will point to INTIC3. The period of the incoming
60Hz power source signal may be measured by timing the interval between Its two rising
edges. The reference generating progress uses the output-compare function of the ptn PA4.

The half of the calculated period value Tf is used as a time offset constant and is added to
the present content of the main 16-bit free-running timer of the MCU to obtain an
expected time instant. The program will enter the interrupt sendce subroutine INTOC4
when the content of the 16-bit timer reaches the expected instant. The logic level ofPA4 is
Inverted in INTOC4 so that a symmetrical square waveform with a period of T( is attained
at the pin PA4.
6.4 The Transmitting Flow
The design of the transmitting How refers to the model presented in Figure 6.8.
Essentially, it is a software counterpart of the idea about Buffer A and Buffer B
mentioned In Section 4.1. In the on-chip RAM, a memory space of 38 bytes (addressing
from $0040 to $0063) is exploited as temporary buffers for the data bits from the external
data terminal. This space Is divided tnto two sections of 19 bytes, called Buffer A and
Buffer B respectively for short.
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Figure 6.8 Programming model for the transmitting flow
The Buffer A and Buffer B are organized in the same sequence as the one of the data
packet except for their first byte. A STATUS byte Is put at the beginnings of Buffer A and
Buffer B Instead of the PRE byte specified by the data packet format (see Section 4.2.2).
The STATUS byte Is used to Indicate the status of each data buffer. By checking the
contents of the STATUS bytes, the program knows the working state of each buffer and
determines their usage. The definition of the STATUS byte Is given as follows:
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STATUS — The working states of the data buffers;
$00: Free state
It indicates fhat there is no data byte In this buffer or all data bytes in
this buffer have been sent out. This buffer is Nfree"(empty) and may be used to
save new data bytes.

$OF: Sending state
It means that the transmitting program is exb-acting data bytes from
this buffer. New data bytes shouldn't be saved in this buffer to prevent
confusion.

$FF: Full state
The STATUS is set to $FF when all the 16 memory cells In this buffer
are filled out by new data bytes from the external data terminal. It shows that
the transmitting program may extract the data bytes from this buffer for
sending a new packet.
To support the model's operation, some data/address registers and control/flag
registers are used. Thetr definition and contents are explained respectively below for a
good comprehension of the operation of the transmitting flow.
6.4.1 Data7Address Registers in The Transmittinfi Flow

A. Data registers:

(1) Input data register (SCDATA)
The register SCDATA is used to temporary store the data byte to send. In a
practical application environment, this data byte comes from the external data terminal.
In this experimental system, the data byte comes from a data generating subroutlne
DTPRCE. The DTPRCE takes a sequence of "0" as Its input and performs as a "scrambler"
to yield a data bits sequence following a pseudo-random distribution rule. In this way, the
program simulates a data stream that might appear In practical applications and can
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evaluate the performance of the system. The DTPRCE may be eliminated in a practical
system.

(2) Output data register (SPIBUF)
The register SPIBUF plays a role of parallel-to-serial conversion for the data
output. It accepts the data byte from Buffer A or Buffer B and serially shifts it out starting
from the MSB bit. The outcomes of the SPIBUF are used to control the selection of the
stored +PN and -PN to realize the spread spectrum operation.

B. Address registers:

(1) Data saving pointer (TIPINT)
TIPINT is an address pointer used to indicate in which memory cell the data byte
from the SCDATA register should be saved in. Its content is adjusted to point to the next
free memory cell whenever a saving operation is completed.

(2) Initial address of current saving buffer (TIINIT)
The TIINIT stores the initial address of the buffer currently used for saving
operation. This address is kept here for a buffer's whole saving progress and will be
moved into the register DAACCS when this buffer is filled out.
(3) Address indicator of new data buffer (DAACCS)
The DAACCS always keeps the initial address of a data buffer in which there are
new data bytes available for sending operation. If no new data bytes are received from the
SCDATA, it indicates the initial address of the buffer from which the data fetching
operation just finishes.
(4) Initial address of current fetching bufifer (TOINIT)
The TOPINFT plays the same role as the TIINFT but for data fetching operation. It
accepts an initial address from DAACCS to indicate to the transmitting program which
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buffer is accessible for new data bytes.

(5) Data fetching pointer fTOPINT)
The TOPINT has the same function as that of the TIPINT but for data fetching
operation.

6.4.2 Control/Flafi Registers in The Transmitting Flow
The present section describes the control/flag registers used In transmitting How.
their bit definitions, locations tn the address map and Initial states after RESET
operation.

(1) Transmitting operation flag register (TDTFLG)
MSB

LSB

TXFLG | | | PBRD3 1111 BYPLG

TDTFLG

RESET: 000 00000

TXFLG: Resenred flag for the data exchanging operation with the external data
terminal.

PERID: Worktnff state of SPI system
0 — Idle period; SPI system is off. It corresponds to the time Interval
between two data packets.
1 — Sending period; SPI system is on. The PN sequences selected by the
bits from the SPIBUF are sent out through the SPI system as a spread
spectrum output.

BYFLG: Worktnfi state of the SPIBUF
0 — There Is no data bits in the SPIBUF. or all data bits in SPIBUF
have been sent out.

I — There are still data bits available in the SPIBUF.
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(2) Data accession operation flag register fTBUFLG)
MSB

LSB

TBUFLG
DTODYj BXBOTj j j j ($0012)

RESET: 000 00000

DTRDY: Worklnfi state of the SCDATA
0 — There is no data byte In the SCDATA, or the data byte In the
SCDATA has been saved in the buffer.
1 — There Is a new data byte In the SCDATA, or the data byte In the
SCDATA hasn't been saved In the buffer yet.
EXBUF: Workinfi state of the DAACCS
0 — There Is no Initial address of the data buffers available tn the
DAACCS, or the Initial address of a new data buffer has been fetched by
the transmitting program.
1 — There is an initial address of a new data buffer In the DAACCS, or
the address in the DAACCS hasn't been fetched by the transmitting
program yet.
6.4.3 Exolanatlon of The Transmlttinfi Flow

As shown In Figure 6.9, the transmitting flow Is a cycle program. An
initiallzatlon subroutlne TXINI is first started at the beginning of the flow to set the
initial status of the data, address, control and Hag registers. Then the flow enters a close
loop in which the state of the TX/RX control switch Is repeatedly inquired. Two
subroutines are cycllcaUy called in this loop. DTPRCE is used to generate the data bytes
for sending and PSDATA Is used to save the data bytes into the Buffer A or B. This close
loop will be broken once the pin PE7 is high and the program will jump to the receiving
flow.
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Figure 6.9 Transmitting How

The transmltttng operation is performed by the program INTPAI In an interrupt
sendce mode. The Pulse Accumulator (PAC) of the MC68HC11 is configured for the Inputcapture /Event-counting mode and is driven by a clock at the rate of 9.6KHz through the
ptn PA7. An interrupt request occurs when a falling edge of the clock is detected by the
PAC. The program will halt its current operation and start the Interrupt service
subroutine INTPAI. In the INTPAI, a subprogram GTBYTE is called to fetch the data bytes
from the Buffer A or B and to push them into the SPIBUF. Another subprogram SPISRV
is used to select the PN sequences according to the contents of the SPIBUF bit by bit and to
push the selected outcomes into the SPI system to send.

The length of the data packet and the interval time between the packets are
controlled by using the event counting function of the PAC. As we know. each data
packet contains 152 bits (19 bytes) and a PN sequence related to one data bit should be
sent out In each interval of 1,9.6KHz. Therefore a constant of 152 is preset in the PAC
when the program starts to send a new data packet. This constant decreases by one each
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time the subroutlne INTPAI Is started. The transmitting operation wffl be stopped once
the constant reaches zero. The sent data packet hence contains the exact number of data
bytes specified by the format. The interyal time between two data packets Is controlled by
using identical method but a constant of 168 is used for a longer time duration.
&5 The Receiving Flow
The program for the receiving flow Is based on the model shown in Figure 6. 10.
The programming model for the receiving flow is somewhat stmilar to that for the
transmitting flow. It Includes a buffer of 16 bytes, two control/flag registers and some
data/address registers. The functions and the definitions of these registers are given In
the following sections.

6.5.1 Data/Address Registers In The Receiving Flow
(A) Data Registers:

(1) SYN states register (SYNRGS)
The SYNRGS is a 8-bit register used to save the state of the signal SY3V appearing at
the pin PEG. The signal SYN is sampled by the program at the rate of 9.6KHz. The
sampling results are serially pushed into the SYNRGS. Consequently the SYNRGS
contains not only the present state of the SYN but also those obtained in the past 7
sampling intenrals. With the help of the contents of the SYNRGS, the program could find
the beginning and ending positions of a data packet

(2) Receiving registers (RXRGS and PRERX)
The signal DATA yielded by the correlator is fed to the pin PE1. It is serialty read
into the data register RXRGS and then Is forwarded to the register PRERX. If the receiver
has established the frame synchronization and received the first two bytes of a data
packet, the PRE byte of the packet should be in the PRERX and the PSYN byte should be
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kept In the RXRGS. By checking the RXRGS and the PRERX, the program may Identify
whether this Is a legal data packet and what type it Is (original data packet or delayed
counterpart). In this way, the receiver performs the packet synchronization.

SYN ^1 SYNRGS | ,/'

J^'' t

DATA ^^| KKRGS h^| PRERX |

I RIPINT | ^ I
I DARGS |

Output
Clock
Received
Data out

Figure Examples:
Parallel Data Flow

Data/Addres Register

Serial Data Fk>w

ContioVFlag Register

Address Transfer

Interrupt serve subroutine

ControVFlags

Data Buffer Area

Figure 6.10 Programming model for the receiving How

(3) Received data register (DARGS)
Once the system has established the packet synchronization, every Integral data
byte received by the RXRGS Is moved to the DARGS for temporary saving. The data byte in
the DARGS will be saved Into the received data buffer following the indication of the
saving address pointer.
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(4) Output data register (OUTDAT)
The received data should be sent to the external data terminal at the rate of
4.8kbits/sec. To do so, the received data bytes are fetched from the data buffer and saved
into the register OUTDAT. An Interrupt service subroutlne INTOC3 will serialty shift the
data out from the MSB bit of the OUTDAT.

B. Address registers (RIPINT and ROPINT)
The RIPINT and ROPINT are two address pointers for saving or fetching received
data bytes Into or from the data buffer.
6.5.2 Control Flag Registers In The Receiving Flow
As In the transmitting How, two control flag registers are used in the receiving
flow to support the program operation.
(1) Receiving flag register (RXFLG)
MSB

LSB

SYNF I PNF I HEAD | PCK | | DBDY | RXBYT

RXFLG

RESET: 00000000

SYNF: Packet synchronization flag
0 — Didn't receive the PSYN synchronization byte yet;
1 — Received the PSYN synchronization byte already
PNF: Packet polarltv flag
0 — A delayed counterpart of the data packet is received (PSYN=

0101100)
1 —An original data packet is received (PSYN= 1010011)
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HAED: Control byte receiving flafi
0 — Didn't receive the CON control byte yet;
1 — Received the CON control byte already
PCK: Packet status flafi
0 — Received packet is empty, or contains no effective data bytes;
1 — Received packet is full, or contains effective data bytes:
DBDY: Data body receivinfi status Flafi
0 — Didn't receive the data body of a packet yet, or has finished
receiving the data body of a packet:
1— Is receiving the data body of a packet;

(2) Data output flags register (OUTTLG)
LSB

MSB

OUTFLG

($0027)

OOTBYI

DATF

RESET: 000000

0

0

DATF: Received data buffer status flafi
0 — There is no received data byte in the buffer;
I — There are received data bytes in the buffer.

OUTBYT: Data output status flag
0 — TTiere are data bits left In the output register OUTDAT;
I — The output register OUTDAT is empty, a new data byte Is asked for.
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Figure 6.11 Receiving flow
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6.5.3 Explanation of The Receiving Flow

Figure 6.11 illustrates the receiving flow. It completes one circulation in the
duration of one data packet. As In the transmitting How, the program tn the receiving
flow also monitors the status of the TX/RX switch and will jump to the transmitting
mode once a logic low level is detected at the pin PE7.

In the receiving progress of each data packet, the receiving flow essentially
follows such a procedure as searching, establishing the packet synchronization,
receiving the data body and ending processes. Two interrupt subroutines INTIC2 and
INTOC2 serve for the data receiving operation. In the time internal between the incoming
data bits, the program outputs the received data at the rate of 4.8kbits/sec. to the external
data terminal. A clock synchronized with the output data is generated at the same time.
The external data terminal could use this clock to read the data bits.

6.5.3.1 Establishment of the packet synchronization
The packet synchronization process is fulfilled In the interrupt serytee subroutine
INTIC2.

The correlation identification signal CL coming from the correlator is connected
to the pin PA 1 to start INTIC2. The INTIC2 is used for establishing packet
synchronization or receiving data according to the status of flags in the register RXFLG.
The packet synchronization process may be illustrated by the indicative diagram shown
Figure 6.12.

Before the packet synchronization is established, the INTIC2 always checks the
status of the frame synchronlzatton confirmation signal SYN, which Is shifted Into the
register SYNRGS at the beginning of the INTIC2. An interrupt generated by a CL signal
during SYN equal to zero is known as an invalid one and is not further processed. When
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the signal SYN is high, the signal DATA is known as valid and is sequentlally shifted
into the register RXRGS for comparison with the stored packet synchronization byte
PSYN ($53). Setting the packet synchronization flag SYNF not only depends on the
agreement between the received and stored synchronization bytes but also on the status
of the register PRERX. As specified in the fonnat of the data packet, an aU-zero preamble
byte PRE exists in front of PSYN. Consequently, when a PSYN arrives at the RXRGS, the
PRERGS should contain the PRE byte. The program will examine the content of the
PRERGS to confirm a packet synchronization. At least 5 successive zero bits are
demanded from the PRERX to finally set up the flag SYNF. The affection of the false
frame synchronization from the FSS system Is further decreased in this way.
LSB SYNRGS MSB
SYN

LSB

RXRGS

MSB

LSB

PRERX

MSB

oooooxxx

DATA

SYNF

Figure 6.12 Packet synchronization process
6.5.3.2 Receiving data body of the packet
Once the packet synchronization flag SYNF is set "on", the program will begin to
conditionalty accept the data byte from the register RXRGS. The contents of a packet that
is Indicated by its CON byte as being empty (see the definition of CON byte in section 4.2.2)
cannot be accepted by the receiver and is not saved Into the data buffer.
Since the receiving process of each data bit is started by the correlation
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identtflcation signal CL, the missing of the CL pulses wUl lead the program to fall to
receive a data bit from the correlator. It results in a received data byte in the register
RXRGS In wrong bit sequence. Figure 6.13 Indicates this situation.
4-

DATA —I 1 I ° I 1 1 I —
Normal

III

CL I B B B RXRGS:10U

sequence

±

CL sequence | • B B _ RXRGS: 111
with one missing

Figure 6.13 Different results in the RXRGS in the situation of some pulses
missing from the CL sequence
To prevent this missfunctlon, a timing Interrupt service subroutlne INTOC2 is
used to compensate the data bit reception for the missing of the CL signal. The service of
the INTOC2 is enabled when the flag SYNF is set up. It works in a timing interrupt mode
at the rate of 9.6KHz. Its timing constant comes from the INTIC2. The INTIC2
continuously measures the time Intervals between its adjacent two services before the
packet synchronization is set up. This measurement result is converted into a iisning
constant to be fed to the INTOC2 when a successful packet synchronization is realized. It
is respected as an expecting data bit coming time because the packet synchronization is
reached on this basis. The actual timing constant Is chosen to be slightly longer than the
measured result to give a service priority to the INTIC2. The INTIC2 will reset the timing
constant at its beginning to indicate the next expected data bit coming instant. Hence the
INTOC2 never starts to work unless a CL pulse is missed. If no CL pulse comes in at the
expected time instant, the subrouttne INTIC2 is missed to be started and the timing.
constant thus cannot be refreshed In time. On the contrary the INTOC2 will start to work
at its expected timing Instant and, instead of the INTIC2, will read the DATA into the
RXRGS. The INTOC2 contains almost exactly the same instruction sequence as the one of
the INTIC2 and performs Identical operation function.
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The end of reception of a data packet is determined by counting the number of data
bytes received. The data body receiving process is known as over when the number of
data bytes received is 16. Meanwhile the program monitors the contents of the register
SYNRGS and will automatically stop the receiving process when 4 successive zero bits
are found in the register SYNRGS because it means the FSS subsystem has failed in the
synchronization. The timing service subroutlne INTOC2 will be disabled at the end of a
data packet until a new packet synchronization is set up.
6.5.3.3 Outputing the received data bits
The subroutine INTOC3 serves for the output of the received data bits. It is a
timing interrupt program at the rate of 4.8kbits/sec. It shifts the contents of the register
OUTDAT and reads Its MSB as an output data bit in each time interval of 1,4.8KHz. A
narrow pulse sequence synchronized with the output data bits is generated at the same
time to help the external data terminal to read the data bit. Figure 6.14 illustrates its
output and clock.
Received
Data out

Output
Clock

=f

1,4.8KHz

Figure 6.14 Output data bits and clock
6.5.4 Discussion about The Data Decision
By using the packet synchronization method Indicated in Figure 6.12 only the
original data packets are concerned. Those delayed counterparts of the packets resulted
by the 60Hz notch filter are forgotten at all in the data decision process. It is Indeed a loss
from the point view of Information theory, since those packets contain useful
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information that could be considered for a better data decision strategy.
In fact, a data decision model based on both original and delayed data packets was
brought into experiment. It was somewhat similar to that In Figure 6.9 but the delayed
data packets are also saved to make a comparison with the original ones. To perform a
successful data decision in this way, two conditions must be satisfied:
The correlator should provide a quantitative correlation output instead of a
simple flag signal CL so that the data decision system may make a comparison according
to the amplitude of the correlation signals.
The MCU system should possess an operation speed high enough to complete a
comparison operation in a time Interval of 1,9.6KHz, otherwise a bit confusion will
occur.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to satisfy those two conditions with the present
system. Firstly, in order to yield a quantitative correlation result. the correlator
discussed in section 5.4 has to contain a much more complex logic structure that cannot
be realized by the devices currently available. A type of PLD device containing more gates
with more powerful I/O capabilities is required.

Secondly, although the MC68HC11 can provide veiy strong processing functions,
it only possesses a clock speed as high as 2MHz. It cannot fulfUl all the processing tasks
demanded by the system within the required time.
The present system is a trade-off between the requirements for the operation
function and the operation speed of the system. This imperfection could be overcome
should some more powerful devices be used In future version.
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CHAPTER 7
MEASUREMENT AND CONCLUSION
The performance measurement of this PLC system was carried out respectively in
a section of unenergized channel and a section of real 120V power line In the laboratory.
Both results obtained are given later for comparison.

7.1 Data Source

To evaluate the bit error performance of a data transmission equipment, a data
source which is capable to generate a random data stream should be used. Our system uses

a self-synchronizing digital data scrambler — descrambler system [36] for this test
purpose.

7.1.1 Scrambler and Descrambler

A scrambler is a digital data machine which maps a data sequence into a channel
sequence and, when the data sequence is periodic, into a periodic channel sequence with a

period many times that of the data period. A simple and often used scrambler Is a
machine which adds a maximal-length shtft-register sequence to the data signal. The
scrambled sequence is a pseudo-random one with a period that is determined by the
length of the shift-register. In the receiver, the scrambled data signal is descrambled by
the subtraction of the same maxlmal-length sequence for recovering the data. To verify
the received data bits, we chose an all-zeros sequence as the input to the scrambler In the
transmitter. Should no errors occur during the transmission, an all-zeros sequence
would be obtained at the output of the descrambler. Otherwise. some bits "1" may be

detected. By counting the number of the bits "1" at the output of the descrambler, we can
obtain the bit error rate of the system.
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It Is well known that the length of the pseudo-random sequence generated by a
maximal-length shift-reglster of length N Is 2N-1. Our system uses a scrambler with N
equal to 15. It can produce a pseudo-random sequence of length
L=215-l= 32767

In the AUTO-TRANSMITTING state of this system, the transmitter automatically sends
32640 data bits, that Is slightly less than one period of the sequence. The data bits sent
therefore may be considered to be random.

For easy Implementation, a simple (15,1) sequence was used. Its corresponding
scrambler and descrambler are shown in Figure 7.1. In the achieved system, the

scrambler is realized by a software program named DTPRCE, and the descrambler Is built
by using two Dual 4-btt Static Shijt Register CD4015.

El

\

"0" —^

1 12 |3 |4|5

11 1121 13| 14| 15|

data sequence
for test

(to transmitter)
(a) Scrambler

I'hhM^M u|l2|l3|l4|l5

From receiver

Output

(b) descrambler
Figure 7.1 Scrambler and descrambler
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7.1.2 The Relationship Between the Bits Errors and the Output of the Descrambler
There is not an exactly blt-by-bit con-espondance relation between the errors in
the received data bits and the bits "lw at the output of the descrambler. Since the
descrambler of length N needs a time of N bits to synchronize with the scrambler. when
an all-zeros sequence Is used as the Input of the scrambler, the descrambler possibly
produces at most N bits "1" at its output even tf no error occurs during the transmission.
Meanwhile, one error In the received data sequence will result in at most N bits ulw at the
output of the descrambler.
Let us assume that M bit "I" are detected at the output of the descrambler, then the
number e of the corresponding bit errors occurring during the transmission may be
determined by

0<e<l if M^N
M—N-\^e^M-N if M>N (7.1)

In our system, N is equal to 15. The possible number of the bit errors should be in the
range of 0 < e < M-15.

7J2 Test Configuration

To obtain the bit error performance in different slgnal-to-nolse ratios, a section
of unenerglzed power line in length of 100 feet was used as a transmission media between
the transmitter and the receiver. This transmission path was separated from the 60Hz
power supply system. A signal generator was parallelty connected at the Input of the
receiver to serve as a noise source. Figure 7.2 illustrates this test configuration.

Two types of noise signals were used during the measurement: narrow pulse signal
and Gausslan noise. The narrow pulse signal, with its abundant harmonies, was used to
University of Sherbrooke
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simulate the main noise and interference signals occuring on the power line. It was
generated by a function generator—HP3314A. Its waveform Is shown In Figure 7.3. The
Gaussian noise was produced by a noise generator — Marconl TF2901.

Noise

source

Transmitter

Receiver

100 feet
(Experimental channel)

Figure 7.2 Testing circuit
Tn
Un

T=l/60Hz

Figure 7.3 Narrow pulse noise signal

73 Signal to Noise Ratio
In fhe situation where the narrow pulse noise is used, the slgnal-to-nolse ratio
was determined by

SNR=W\og-

E.

where: ES — The signal energy in. one bit duration;
EN — The noise energy in one bit duration;
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Tb

Us —

+

u

- t

Figure 7.4 The received BPSK signal waveform

For the BPSK signal waveform Illustrated In Figure 7.4, the signal energy in one bit
duration (the shadowed area) may be expressed as:
_2

E.=P.-T,=^-T,

(7.3)

Where Ps Is the average signal power, and Ro is the terminating resistor equal to 50 ohms
connected at the input of the receiver. Us is the peak amplitude of the input signal to the
receiver, it was approximately 10V in this testing environment.
Referred to Figure 7.4, the Ejymay be obtained by

^=P»'T,-=t^..r.,.^
N '~^~

(7.4)

R«

where PN is the average noise power and UN Is the amplltude of the noise pulse. Tjy is the
active duration of the pulse chosen to be 0.83 ms (about 5% of the duty cycle). By adjusting
UN, we may obtain different S/N ratio for the measurement purpose.

When using the Gaussian signal generator as the noise source, the noise enei^gy in
one bit duration may be determined simply by equation
2

E^^-'T,

(7.5)

where UfVrms is the mean value of the output amplitude of the Gaussian generator, and RO
is a terminating reslstor equal to 75 ohms required by the Gaussian signal generator.
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7.4 Results and Conclusion

The bit error rate and the miss packet synchronization rate of this system were
tested in the environment above mentioned. The results are Illustrated respectively in
Figure 7.5 and Figure. 7.6. All the results are based on 30 • 255 data packets (979200 bits,
not including the preamble and frame synchronization bytes In each packet) at each S/N
level. The Illustrated bit error performance is the lower bound expressed by equation
(7.1), l.e., : e = (M-15)/15, where Mis the number of the bits "I" appearing at the output of
the descrambler.

Bit Error Rate(Gaussian Noise)
--•-- Bit Error Rate(Narrow Pulse Noise)
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Figure 7.5 Bit error rate performance of the PLC system
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The miss packet synchronization rate was obtained by counting the number of
clock pulses yielded by the data output subrouttne INTOC3 from the MCU. Since the
INTOC3 produces the output driving clock pulses only when a packet synchronization is
reached, and the number of the data packets sent Is ah-eady known, the miss packet
synchronization rate Is just the ratio of the number of the output clock pulses to the
amount of the all sent data bits (979200).

Missing Rate of Packet Syn.(Gaussian Noise)
- - •- - Missing Rate of Packet Syn.(Narrow Pulse Noise)
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Figure. 7.6 Miss packet synchronization rate of the PLC system
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Another test was carried out with a section of real 120V power line having the
same lenght as the unenergized one. The signal transmission was taken place between
the hot line and the neutral one. This test was performed respectively at the normal
working hours (4:00 PM), night time (9:00 PM) and the weekend. The same amount of
data bits as previously were used for this test. Table 7.1 shows the measurement results.
TABLE 7.1 Measurement Results on Power Line

Bit Error Rate

Miss Packet Syn.

4:00 PM

8.9x10

0.91

9:00 PM

1.3 xl0-2

0.79

6:00 PM
(Weekend)

1.27 x 10

0.75

J^ate

Based on the observations of the system performances and the measurement
results given above, we may set the following conclusions about this experimental PLC
system:
1) This PLC system can provide a bit error rate of 10~3 when used in the range of
common residential houses or laboratory rooms. With some suitable error correction
codes. It would be possible to put this system in an actual data transmission application.

2) This system shows a better performance in the narrow pulse noise situation
than In the additive white Gaussian noise environment. This corresponds with the
analysis result given by Prof. Nofil Boutin in [15].
3) There is a considerable difference between the results obtained from the
unenergized channel and from the actual power line channel. The results from the actual
power line looks poorer than those from the former, specially for the miss packet
synchronization rate. Some obseryations on the outputs of the correlator and the FSS
system showed that the correlator in this system can successfully produce the output
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pulses at the expected positions even if the input signal to the receiver was at a very low
level. Meanwhile some false correlation pulses were found, most of them located nearby
the correct output pulse signals. They resulted in the system dtfficultly to set up the frame
synchronization and the packet synchronization.
4) As compared with the unenerglzed channel, the received signal from the 120V
power line channel had more serious distortion although both channels have the same
length. It could be the main reason why the system showed a degraded performance In the
real power line channel. It indicates that the impedence and the transmission
characteristics of the power line system are very complex and should be studied further.
5) It was discovered that there is an optimal input level region in the receiver. The
Input signal with a level in this region can be detected within a minimum bit error rate
and a minimum miss packet synchronization rate.

6) To examine the performance of the system, different transmitting sites were
used for the measurement in the 120V power line channel. Although the transmission
distance between the transmitter and the receiver was thus different and the received
signal level was greatly variable, checking those optimal results obtained by adjusting
the input level, no considerable difference was observed. It indicates that increasing the
transmitting signal power cannot effectively improve the bit error rate performance in
this system although the transmission distance may thus be extended.
According with these results and conclusions, the author believes the following
measures could further improve this system's performances:

1) The coupling network should be more precisely designed to match with the
characteristics of the power line in order to provide a near ideal signal coupling.
2) The CSS system should work as independently from the input signal waveform
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as possible to reduce the affection from the signal distortion.
3) An automatic-galn-control (AGC) circuit In the receiver will be helpful to fit
variable path loss and different transmission distance.

An Improved version of this PLC system using the spread spectrum technique
could be expected to be practical and meet the Increasing application demands In near
future.
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'6H?r'

TO UNIT 2

A—3. The frequency reference generator/con-elator unit (UNTT 3)
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B.1 PSDATA

get current buf.'s

STATUS

get pointer TIPDSTT

~£

T

(SCDATA)->buf.

clear DTRDY flg

I

(PSHCNT)+1

save curr. ini.addr. in

DATCCS

setEXBUF=l

clear PSHCNT

]

setSTATUS=FULL

switching buf.

generating, and install

INDEX

set STATE=$FF

Note: PSHCNT— counter for data byte saving operation, (PSHCNT)=$00-$ 10
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&2 INTPAI

PAI "^-N-^

iverflowl,

N—r—W clear PAI interupt fig

^

setSTATUS=TX
inverse fig PERID

set timing for idle
period

push PRE->SPI
setflgBYFLG=l
onSPI

I

set dming for sending

get(DTACCS)

^

period

clear flgEXBUF

clear PAI overfolw fig
clear PAI intempt flg
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B3 GTBYTE

getTOPINT
TOPINT=TOPINT+1

I
I
±

CTOPINT)->SPmUF

set flg BYFLG=1

set num.of bits to be

sent (BFrNUM=8)

N—

set this buf. FREE

clear GTDCNT

Note: GTDCNT— byte counter for getting data bytes operation;
SPD3UF — data byte register for SPI sending opeartion
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B.4 SPISRV

clear Hg BYFLG | | shift SPmUF up 1 bit

Note: SPDR — sending register of SPI
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BJS INTIC2

refresh expecting sampling
instant

SYN->SYNRGS
DATA->RCRGS
RXRGS's MSB -> PRERX's LSB
last active dme->CRLTML
current time->TOC2

RBICNT=(RBICNT)-1

SYN->SYNRGS
DATA->RXRGS
RXRGS's MSB -> PRERX's LSB

(RXRGS)->DARGS
set Og RXBYT

getRIPINT

(RXRGS)->(RIPINT)

k

set Hg DATF=1

RIPINT=(RIPINT)+1

set flgs SYNF. PNF=1
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cacul. active time intep/al

(CRUNV=TOC2-CRLTML)

set next expectmg
sampling instant,
on 1,9.6k timer

resume RIPINT
clear flg DBDY

set receiving bit counter

RBICNT=8

clear IC2, OC2 interupt flgs
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B.6 INTOC2

refresh expecting
sampling instant

SYN->SYNRGS
DATA->RCRGS

RXRGS's MSB -> PRERX's LSB

RBICNT=(RBICNT)-1

(RXRGS)->DARGS
setflgRXBYT

getRIPINT

(RXRGS)->(RIPINT)
setHgDATF=l

resume RIPINT
clear flgDBDY
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B.7 INTOC3

set next output time

shiftupOUTDATabit

^J

setPDl=l | | setPDl=0

set OC3=1

3E

setflgOUTBYT=l

setOC3=0

clear OC3 mterupt Hg
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1
2
3

* Spread Spectrum Data Transmission System

6

* Edited by Jiansheng.L *

PLD 2.2

4
5

* For 110V/60 \\-i Power Line Modla Channel
*

1

*

9

10
11
12

in

**

13 0000

14 1000
15 0040
16 FOOO
17
18 0000
19 0008

20 0009
21 OOOA
22 OOOE
23 0014
24 0018
25 001A
26 001C

RAMBS1
REGBS

RAMBS2
ROMBS
PORTA

POIU'D
DDRD
PORT E
TCNT
TIC3

TOC2
TOC3
TOC4

32
33
34
35
36
37

0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
002A

TCTL1
TCTL2
TMSK1
TFLG1
TMSK2
TFLG2
PACTL
PACNT
SPCR
SPSR
SPDR

39
40
41
42

002C
002D
002E
002F

SCCR1
SCCR2
SCSR2
SCDR

27 0020
28 0021
29 0022
30 0023

31 0024

30 002D
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BAUD

Jun.

t[,

1994

EQUATES

*

**

EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU

EQU

EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
F,0"

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

RQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$0000
$1000

start of RAM for Fig reg.s
start of registers

RAMBS1+$40

start of RAM for data buffers

$FOOO

start of EPROM

$00
$08
$09

Conl-rol registors

$OA

$OE
$14
$18
$1A
$1C
$20
$21
$22

$23
$24
$25

$26
$27
$28
$29
$2A

$2n
$2C

$2D
$2E
$2F
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13
44
45
46
47
48

0039
003C

OPT t ON
HPRIO
INIT

F.Ot)

0040

EQU
EQU

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

003D

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

0070
0080

TBFALW
TBFBLW
TBUFUP
RXBFLW
RXBFUP

0000

PREA

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

0001
0002
0080

49 0053
50 00-70

0053

OOAC
OOA6

58 0058

0080

0040
0020
0010
0004
0002
0080

71 0002

72

73 0002

FSYN
NFSYN
PPN
NPN
BISYN

B I DAT
BITR

EQU

EQU
EQU

$39
$3C
$3D
RAMBS2
TBFALW+19
TBFALW+48
TBUFUP
RXBFLW+16

Low edge of buffers A for Tx
Low edge of buffers B for Tx

Up edge of Tx buffers

Low edge of buffers A for RX data

Up edge of buffers b for RX data

$00
$53
$AC
$A6
$58
$01
$02
$80

Preamble
+Synchrous character
-Synchrous character

+PN

-PN

bit for SYN input
bit for DATA input
bit for T/R switch
SYN flq t.n RXl-'l.G

EQU
EQU
EQU

$80
$40
$20
$10
$04
$02

DATA

EQU
EQU

$80
$02

DATA fig in OUTFLG

DATOUT

EQU
EQU

$02
$20

received data out

EQU
EQU

$01AO
$413C

l/4.8Khz constant for data out

PCK
DBDY
RXBYT

EQU
EQU

OUTBYT

TC60

0000

EQU
EQU
EQU

I-'.QU

11
78
79
80
fll
82
83
84
85
86

413C

EQU

PN
HEAD

CLKOUT

01AO

EQU

SYN

74 0020
75
-76

l':QU

OUTPRD

L)N fig in RXFLG

HEAD fig in RXFLG

PCK fig in RXFLG
DBDY fig in RXFLG
RXBYT fig in RXFLG

OUTBYT fig in OUTFLG

clock for data output

l/60Hz timing constant

****************************************

** VARIABLES **
****************************************

0000
0000
0000
0000

University of Sherbrooke

ORG RAMBS1
EDGTM1 RMB 2

Input captured edge time for 60Hz measure
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I) / 000-'

88 0004

v.wm?

91 OOOA

PRDT1M
PERIOD
REFINV
TXDATA

93 OOOC
94 GOOD
95 OOOE
96 OOOF
91 0010
98 0011
99 0012

SCRMB2
SCRMB3
SCRMB4
EOBFR
SCDATA
TDTFLG
TBUFLG

89 0006

90 0008

92 OOOB

100 0013
101 0015
102 oon

103 0019

104 001B

105 001D

106 001E

107 001F
108 0020

109 0021
110 0022

Ill
112 0023
113 0024

114 0025
115 0026
116 0027

117 0028
118 0029
119 002B
120 002D
121 002E
122 002F
123 0030
124 0032
125 0034
126 0035
127

SCRMB1

\w\\
KMIl
RMB
RMB
RMB

RMB

TIPINT
DTACCS
TOINIT
TOPINT
PSHCNT
PCKCNT
GTDCNT
BITNUM
SPIBUF
TSTBLK

RMD
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

RXRGS
DARGS
PRERX
RXFLG
OUTFLG

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

TIINIT

SYNRGS
RIPINT
ROPINT
RBICNT
OUTDAT
OUBINM
CRLTML
CRLTMP

CRLINV
PRMCNT

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
KM B
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

University of Sherbrooke

l.iint. In Ciipl.uod 0(l(]d 1. I (no

•)

InLorv/il Llrnn bol.woon (Mpl.uod (Ki'jo.'i

2

Averaged 60Hz period duration

2
I
I
\

Interval time for ref. out
Data reg. for Scramber

Scramber register 1
Scramber register 2

1
1

Scramber register 3
Scramber register 4

1

Scrambing temparary register

1
1

Scrambed data regixter
TX control register

1
2
2
2
2

TX buffers manage register

Tx data saving initial address
Tx data saving pointer
New Tx data buffer access

Tx data extracting initail address

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tx data extracting pointer
Byte counter for Tx data saving
Packet counter for Tx sending
But-e counter for Tx data extracting
Bite counter for SPI fcransmiting
Data register for SPI transmiting
Counter for number of send blocks

1
1

Received data register
Receievd data byte register

1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Premium RX data register

Receiving control fig
Output control fig
Syn detect register
Saving pointer for received data
Extracting pointer for received data
Bit counter for receving input data

1

Data registor for Output

1
2
2
1
1

Bit counter for data output

counter for verify PRE

RAMBSl+$EO

120 OOEO

129 OOEO
130 OOEO

7

STACK

RMB

31
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132
133

134
135
136
137
138
139
140

INTERUPT VECTOR VECTORS

0100
FFD6
FFD6
FFD6
141 FFD8
142 FFDA
143 FFDC

FOOO
FOOO
F181

FOOD
144 FFDE FOOO
145 FFEO FOOO
146 FFE2 FOEC
147 FFE4 F3E7

148
119
150
151

FFE6
FFE8
FFEA
FFEC

F39E

FOOO

FOCB
F2FD
152 FFEE FOOD

153 FFFO FOOO
154 FFF2 FOOD
155 FFF4 FOOO
156 FFF6 FOOO
157 FFF8 FOOO
158 FFFA FOOD

159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

\\w\

ri'rriN

OOI'T

FFFC FOOD
FFFE FOOO
0000

0000
FOOO
FOOO CE1000
169 F003 8613
170 F005 A739
171 F007 8EOOFF
172 FOOA BDF033
173
174 FOOD BDF066

Usiversitv of Sherbrooke

VSIC
VSPI
VTPAI
VPAO

VTOF

VTOC5
VTOC4
VTOC3
VTOC2
VTOC1

VT 1C 3

VTIC2
VTIC1
VRTI
VIRQ
VXIRQ
VSWI
VILLOP
VCOP
VCLM

VTRST

ORG

ROMBS+$OFD6

FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB

BEGIN
BEGIN
INTPAI
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
INTOC4
INTOC3
INTOC2
BEGIN
LNT1C3
INTIC2
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN
BEGIN

I'-DU

FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDD
FDB
FDB
FDB
FDB

FDB

BEGIN

****************************************

** Main routin **
****************************************

BEGIN

TX

ORG ROMBS
LDX #REGBS
LDAA #$13
STAA OPTION,X
LDS OSTP1N
JSR INI

;initialize system

JSR TXINI
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175 F010 OE
1-76

177 F011
1-78 F015
179 F018
180 F01B
181 F01D
182 F01D
183 F01E

1222FF09

BDFOF9
BDF120
20F4

OE
CE1000

184 F021 8680

CLI

TX1

TXR

TX2

185 F023 A50A

186 F025 2608
187 F027 BDFOF9
188 F02A BDF120
189 F02D 20EF

190

191 F02F OF
192 F030 7EF27C

193
194
195
196
197
198 F033
199 F033 CEOOOO
200 F036 C6BO

201 F038 6FOO
202 F03A 08
203 F03B 5A

204 F03C 26FA
205 F03E CE1000
206 F041 8631
207 F043 A72B

208 F045
209 F047
210 F049
211 F04B
212 F04D
213 F04F
214 F051
215 F053
216 F055
217 F057
218 F059

8600
A72C
8600
A72D
8608
A728
8604
A720
8600
A700
CC413C

Unisersitv of Sherbrooke

TXEND

BRSET
JSR
JSR
ORA

TSTBLK $FF TX2
DTPRCE
PSDATA
TX1

CLI
LDX
LDAA
BITA
BNE
JSR
JSR
BRA

SREGBS
fjBITR
PORTE,X
TXEND
DTPRCE
PSDATA
TX2

SEI
JMP

RX

if TSTBLK=$00,end TX
if data coming,go to scramble it
push data into buffer area

test PE7
if PE7=l,go to RX
if data coming,go to scramble it
push data into buffer area

INITIALING

INI
CLR1

ftRAMBSl
#$BO

LDX
LDAB
CLR
INX
DECS
BNE
LDX

CLR1
#REGBS

STAA

BAUD,X

;if Xtal=8Mhz,highest baud rafce=9600

SCCR1,X

;set SCI as 1 start,8 data, 1 stop

LDAA

LDAA

STAA
LDAA

STAA
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA

LDAA
STAA
LDD

,x

#$31

;clock E/13,prescaler out./2

#$00
#$00

;disable SCI rx

SCCR2,X

#$08

;off SPI sys. and SPI interrupt. SPI tx is

SPCR,X

;3t<irfcod by /SS and clocked by rising SCK

TCTL1,X

;set PA4 as a toggle out. line

PORTA,X

;set initial PA3=0,PA4=0,PA6=0(RX)

#$04

#$00

#TC60
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219
220
221
222
223
224

225

F05C
F05E
F060
F062

DD08
8601
970B

STU RKF1NV

LDAA #$01

7F0022
F065 39

F066

226

Initial TX system

227

228 F066
229 F066 BDFOBF
230 F069 CE0040
231 F06C DF13

232 F06E DF19
233 F070 DF17

234 F072 8600
235 F074 A700
236 F076 08

237 FO-H DF1B

238 F079 8653
239 F07B A700
240 F07D 08
241 F07E 08
242 F07F DF15

243 F081 CE0053
244 F084 8600

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262

set a 1 in scrmbler to make it active

STAA SCRMB1
CLR TSTBLK
RTS

F086
F088
F089
F08B
F08D
F090
F093

A700
08
8653
A700
7F001D
7F001F
7F001E

F096 CE1000

F099 8650
F09B A726
F09D 8658
F09F A727
FOA1 8611
FOA3 A722

FOA5 1C28CO

FOA8 8604
FOAA A709
FOAC 8610

University of Sherbrooke

TXINI

JSR
LDX
STX
STX
STX

LDAA

STAA
INX
STX
LDAA
STAA
INX
TNX
STX
LDX
LDAA
STAA
INX
LDAA
STAA
CLR

CLR

CLR
LDX
LDAA
STAA

LDAA

CLTXBF
STBFALW
TIINIT
TOINIT
DTACCS

#$00

TOPINT

KFSYN

;set blk B as FILL

,x

TIPINT

»TBFBLW

#$00
,x

#FSYN
,x

PSHCNT

;clear

#REGBS
#$50

;on PAC and PAC is acted by in rising edge

GTDCNT
PCKCNT

PACTL,X

#88

PACNT,X

STAA

DDRD,X

LDAA

;set blk A as FILL

,x

STAA
LDAA
STAA
BSET

LDAA

;set initail TIPINT
;set initail TOPINT

#$11

;set PA4 as out compar.and

TMSK1,X
SPCR.X $CO

;PAO as in. capture
;on SPI sys.

#$04

;set PD2(MISO) as out line

#$10

;PAC input interrupt enable
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263 FOAE A724

264
265
266
267

STAA
BCLR

1D0008
1C0040
8601
A721

FOBO
FOB3
FOB6
FOB8

268 FOBA 8600
269 FOBC 9711
270 FOBE 39
271
272
273
274
2^5

FOBF CE0040
FOC2 6FOO
278 FOC4 08
2-76

2-n

2"79 FOC5

BSET

LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
RTS

TMSK2,X
PORTA,X $08
PORTA,X $40

;set PA3=0

TCTL2,X

;set PAO for input capture rising edges

TDTPLG

;clr TDTFLG

;set PA6=1(TX),

#$01
ItOO

Clear TX buffer

CLTXBF

CLRBF

LDX

CLR

INX

8C0070

CPX

280 FOC8 26F8
281 FOCA 39

BNE

RTS

282 Focn

#TBFALW
,x

#TBUFUP
CLRBF

283

284
285
286
287
288
289 FOCB 8DOF
290 FOCD DC06
291 FOCF D304

292 FOD1 46
293 FOD2 56
29/1 FOD3 DD06
295 FODb 0'1
296 FOD6 DD08
297 FOD8 1D23FE
298 FODB 3B
299 FODC
300
301
302
303
304 FODC
305 FODC CE1000
306 FODF EC14

of Sherbrooke

** Serve rout in Eor captured edges **
**

interupt

INTIC3

DSR
LDD
ADDD

RORA
RORB
STD
I.RRI)

STD

BCLR
RTI

**

PRDMSR
PERIOD

;Read timer value at. captured edge

PRDTIM

;D=(Ti-l+Ti)

PERIOD

;D=D/2
;Keep average interval time in PERIOD

REFINV

;Keep reference out interval

;T-D/2
/clear IC3F

TFLG1,X $FE

********

*****************

** Subroutin for moaauroing InfcorvAl **
** time between captured edges **
*****************************************

PRDMSR

LDX

LDD

#REGBS

;Read timer value at captured edge

TIC3,X
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307 FOE1 DD02

308 FOE3 9300

EDGTM2
EDGTM1

LDD
STD
RTS

EDGTM2
EDGTM1

STD

309 FOE5 DD04

310 FOE7 DC02
311 FOE9 DDOO
312 FOEB 39
313

314
315

STD
SUED

;keep present edge time
;Caculate interval time between captured edges

PRDTIM

;Keep interval time in buffer PRDTIM
.•transfer present time to last edge time buffer

** Serve routin for Frq. reference **

316

**

317

318
319 FOEC CE1000
320 FOEF EC1C
321 FOF1 D308
322 FOF3 ED1C
323 FOF5 1D23EF
324 FOF8 3B

INTOC4

325 FOF9
326 FOF9
327

generating

LDX
LDD
ADDD
STD
BCLR
RTI

**

#REGBS
TOC4,X
REFINV
TOC4,X
TFLG1,X $EF

;Read compared up time

;Add 1/2 cycle offset
;set next tog time

;clear PA4 interupt flag

SCRAMBLING PROCESSING

328

329
330

* Entry port: TXDATA: keep data to be processed

333 FOF9 12121022

DTPRCE

331
332 FOF9

* Exit port: SCADATA: keep data scrambled

334 FOFD 3C
335 FOFE CE0008
336 F101 960C

337 F103
338 F104
339 F106
340 F108
341 F109
342 F10A
343 F10C
344 F10D
345 F10E
346 F10F
347 F110
348 F113
349 F116

48
970F
960B
46
46
980F
47

49

59
49
79000B
79000C
09
350 Fll-7 26E8

University of Sherbrooke

SCRMB

BRSET
PSHX
LDX
LDAA
ASLA
STAA
LDAA
RORA
RORA
EORA
ASRA

ROLA
ROLR
ROLA
ROL
ROL
DEX
BNE

;if last data no save,quit

#$08

;received a data then begine to process it

SCRMB2

;shift
;and
;keep
;shift
;and

EOBFR
SCRMB1

EOBFR

content of SCRMB2 up 1 bit(MSB=2E15)
shifted result in A
shifted SCRMB2 in buffer ERBFR
content of SCRMB1 up 1 bit(MSB=2E1)
shifted result in A

;SCRMB2 EOR SCRMB1(MSB=2E15 EOR 2E1)
;copy MSB in bit 6

;shift MSB to bit C
;shift bit C to B(LSB)

/shift Another MSD to bit C
;shift bit C to scrambler

SCRMB1
SCRMB2

,'processing 8 bits?

SCRMB

;if not,then got back to contine for next bit
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351 F119
352 F11B
353 F11E
354 F11F
355
356

D710
141210
38
39

35-7

STAB SCDATA

EXIT

* *

358

* *

359
360
361 F120 DE13

362 F122 A600
363 F124 8100

PSDATA

FILL

375 F13D DF15
376 F13F 7C001D

377 F142
378 F144
379 F146
380 F148
381 F14B

8610
911D
2621
7F001D
DE13

385 F152
386 F154
387 F156
388 F159
389 F15C

961E
A700
7C001E
1COOFO
12120809

391 F162
392 F164
393 F167
394 F169

DF17
141208
8D01
39

390 n 60 DIB13

University of Sherbrooke

LDX
LDAA
CMPA

TIINIT

;set ini.addr.ref.

,x

;ck blk's statue

BNE
BRSET
BCLR

CKEXB
TBUFLG, $01 EXIT1
,X $FF

LDX
LDAA
STAA
BCLR
INX
STX
INC
LDAA
CMPA
BNE
CLR

T I PI NT
SCUATA

INX

INX

LDAA
STAA

CKEXB

EXIT1

SCUATA

PUSH DATA INTO TRANSMITING
BUFFER

LDX
BSET

382 F14D 1COOFF
383 F150 08
384 F151 08

;set DTRDY fig

PULX
RTS

BEQ
CMPA

364 F126 270B

365 F128 810F
366 F12A 2630
367 F12C 12120139
368 F130 1DOOFF
369 F133
370 F133 DE15
3'U F135 9610
372 F137 A700
373 F139 151210
374 F13C 08

;if true, keep scrambled data In

BSET TBUFLG $10

INC
BSET
BRSET
i.nx

STX
BSET
BSR
RTS

#$00

FILL

#$OF

/is blk FREE?
;if yes,FILL
;is in TX?
;if no,go to chk EXBLK

TBUFLG $10

push data byte
into blk
clear DTAIN fig

TIPINT
PSHCNT

PSHCNT+1

PSHCNT
EXIT1

push in 16 bytes already?
if no,quit

,x

#$10

PSHCNT
TIINIT

clear counter

set FULL statue

,X $FF

PCKCNT
,x

PCKCNT

;pck No.+1

,X $FO
TBUFLG, $08 EXIT1

TTTNTT
DTACCS

TBUFLG,

SWBUFS

;set valid blk fig
;if yes and EXBLK=l,quit
; if EXUU<-0,9iive cutt-.inl .Addr.in OTACC9

$08

;set EXBLK=l
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395 F16A
396
397

Switching TX buffers

398

399
'100 F16A DE13
401 F16C 8C0053

SWBUFS

402 F16F 2705
403 F171 CC0053

404 F174
405 F116
406 Fl-79
40'? F17B
408 F17E

2003
CC0040

DD13

C30003
DD15

BEQ

GOBFA
SVIDX

409 F180 39
410 F181
411
412

413

41-1
415
416
417
418
419

F181
F184
F188
F18B

CE1000

13111013

151208

University of Sherbrooke

;if no, switch to buffer B
;save buffer i-ni. addr.

#$03

TIPINT

**

interupt serves roufcln

* *

INTPAI

OFFSPI

LDX KREGBS
BRCLR TDTFLG,$10 OFFSPI
BSET PORTA,X $08
JSR SPISRV
BRSET TDTFLG,$01 EXIT3
BRSET TFLG2,X $20 INVPRD
JSR GTBYTE
BRA EXIT3

INVPRD

;PERID=0?
;PA3=1
;if no [ini.a byte send,quit
;if yes,and PAIOV=l,go to inv PERID
;if PAIOV=0, get a new byte

BCLR PORTA,X $08

;PA3=0

BRSRT TFI.G2,X $20 INVPRD

;if PAIOV=l,goto inv PERID

BCLR SPCR,X $40
BRA EXIT3

2054

151108
DE17
DF19
DF1B

;if yes,switch to buffer A

Pulse Accumulator input edge

427 F1A1 1E252002

1311103D

ADDD
STD

;is this buffer U?

* *

422 F196 BDF1FF

8610
9811
9711

STD

TIINIT
KTBFBLW
GOBFA
ffTBFBLW
SVIDX
ftTBFALW
TIINIT

**

420 F18E 12110169
421 F192 1E252011

428 F1A5
429 F1A7
430 F1A7
431 F1A9
132 F1AB
433 f'lAD
434 F1B1
435 F1B4
436 F1B6
437 F1B8
438 F1DA

LDD
BRA
LDD

RTS

1C0008
BDF225

423 F199 2060
424 F19B
425 F19B 1D0008
426 F19E 1D2840

LDX

CPX

LDAA

EORA
STAA

niwiiK

BCLR
LDX
STX
STX
DCLR

#$10
TDTFLG
TDTFLG
TD'miG,

TDTFLG,

;off SPI

I

$10 TPI.K

$08

DTACCS
TOINIT
TOPINT
TRUFLG, $08

;inverse PERID
/pF,iun°i?

;clr PCEND fig

;if yes,get data accs.addr
;save new addr.ref.
;set ini.data acces. addr.

;clear EXBLK-0
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439 F1BD 1EOOFFOD
440 F1C1 1DOOFO
441 F1C4 151201
442 F1C7 08
443 F1C8 08
I'll F1C9 1DOOFO
415 nec 2006
446 F1CE
44-7 F1CE 1DOOFO
448 F1D1 141201

449 F1D4

450 FID4 8600
451 F1D6 9721
452 F1D8 141101

SETTX

SNPREA

1C2840
8668

479
480
481
482

,X $FO
SNPREA

clear blk's fIg

BCLR

,X $FO
TBUFLG,$01

set TX statue

BSET

LDAA
STAA
BSET
LDAA

EXIT3

F1FF

if no,mv to FLG byte

set fig PCKSTU=1

KPREA
SPIBUF
TDTFLG,$01

put byte into SPIBUF
set send data byte ready fig

#S08
BITNUM
#REGBS

set num.of bits to be send

in BITNUM

SPCR,X $40

•enable SPI

1(104

;get TX constant(152's complement)

•push it Ln PACNT

'm.G2,X $1)1-'

•clear PAIOV

INC
LDX
LDAA
STAA
BCLR
BCLR
RTI

TSTBLK
KREGBS

1D25DF
200D

FIFB 1D25EF
FIFE 3D

clear fig PCKSTU=0

HCLR
BRA

S'l'AA

IDLE

is this blk l-'Ul.l.,?
set TX statue

PACNT.X

A-/2-7

463 F1F1 CE1000
164 FIR 8658
465 FIF6 A727
466 FIF8 1D25DF

478

RCLR
BRA

STAA
LDX
BSET
LDAA

CE1000

462 F1EE 7C0022

467
468
469
470
471
472
173
474
475
476
477

,X $FF SETTX
,X $FO
TBUFLG,$01

INX

453 F1DB 8608
454 F1DD 9'720
455 F1DF
456 F1E2
457 F1E5
158 FIE'7
159 F1E9
460 F1EC
461 F1EE

URSET
BCLR
BCLR
INX

EX IT 3
;(TSTBLK)+1

K88

;qet IDLE constant(168's complement)

;push it in PACNT

PACNT,X

TFLG2.X $DF
TFLG2,X $EF

;clear PAIOV

;clear PA interupt fig

** GET DATA BYTE FOR TRANSMITING
*************

F1FF DE1B

F201 08
F202 A600
F204 9721
F206 141101
F209 8608
F20B 9720
F20D DF1B

University of Sherbrooke

GTBYTE
GTBYT1

LDX
INX
LDAA
STAA
U31GT
LDAA
STAA
STX

TOPINT
,x

SPIBUF

;put byte into SPIBUF

»$08

;sob num.of bits to be send
;in BITNUM

/B(?I uend dAtrt byte roafiy flq

TDII'IIILG,$OI

BITNUM
TOPINT
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7C001F
8612
911F
260C
487 F218 13120105
488 F21C DE19
483
484
485
486

F20F
F212
F214
F216

1NC
LDAA
CMPA
BNE
BRCLR

489
490
491
<192
493
494

F21E 1DOOFF
F221 7F001F
F224 39

BCLR
CLR
RTS

LDX

STANBY
EXITS

;get 18 bytes already?

EXITS

TBUFLG,$01 STANBY
TOINIT
,X $FF
GTDCNT

;if no,quit
;is sent blk FULL?
; Lf yos, FREE b.lk
;clear counter

Bit send serve subroutin

496

497

498 F225 13218004

SPISRV

501 F22D
502 F22F
503 F231
504 F23-1
505 F238
506 F23A
507 F23B
508 F23D
509 F23F
510 F23F

SNNPN
SEND

499 F229 86A6
500 F22B 2002

8658
A72A

7A0020

1320FF07

9621

48
9721

2003

151101
511 F242 39
512
513
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526

#$12

GTDCNT

F225

495

514

GTDCNT

FINI

EXIT7

BRCLR
LDAA
BRA
LDAA
STAA
DEC
BRCLR
LDAA
AS LA
STAA
BRA

SPIBUF, $80 SNNPN

BCLR
RTS

TDTFLG, $01

#PPN

SEND
#NPN
SPDR.X

load pn code to SPDR

BTTNUM

number of bits \cft in SPTBUF-1

BITNUM, $FF FTNT.
SPIBUF

all Sbits send?
iE no,shift SPIBUF up Iblt

SPIDUF
EXIT7
;if yes,clr BYFLG
;return

t'243

** Initial RX system **
******************************************

F243
F246
F249
F24B
F24D
F24F
F251
F253

BDF270
CC0070
DD29
DD2B
8608
972D
972F
CE1000
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RXINI

check MSB bit is "0" or "1"

JSR CLRXBF
LDD #RXBFLW
STD RIPTNT
STD ROPINT
LDAA #$08
STAA RBICNT
STAA OUBINM
LDX #REGBS
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52"?

F256 1D28CO

BCLR
BCLR
BCLR
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
LDAA
STAA
RTS

528 F259 1D2640

529 F25C 1D0048

530 F25F 8600
531 F261 9726
532 F263 8633

533 F265 A722

534 F267 8605
535 F269 A721
536 F26B 8602
537 F26D A709
538 F26F 39
539 F270

540
541
542
543
544
545

$co
PACTL,X $40
PORTA,X $48

o£I SP1 sys.

RXFLG

clr RXFLG

TMSK1,X

set OC2(1/9.6k timer) LnLcrupl. off

TCTL2.X

set PAO,PA1 capture on rising edges

DDRD,X

set PD1 as OUT

SPCR,X

#$00
tt$33

»$05

ft$02

off PAC sys.
clear PA3=0, PA6=0(RX)

set IC2,IC3,OC3,OC4 infcerupt on

Clear RX buffer

F2-70 CE0070
516 F273 6FOO
547 F275 08
548 F276 8C0080

CLRXBF
CLBUF

549 F279 26F8
550 F27B 39
551 F27C

LDX

ItRXBFLW

CI,R

,x

INX
CPX
BNE
RTS

#RXBFUP
CLBUF

552

553

554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561

562

563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570

**
**

F27C
F27F
F280
F283
F283
F287
F28B
F28F
F292
F294
F296
F298
F299
F29C

BDF243
OE
CE1000

RX

12268018
13270207
13278003
BDF2DD
8680
A50A
26EB
OF
BDF066
7EF01D

SERCH
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RX
JSR
CLI

LDX

CKTR

BRSET

RRCI.R

BRCLR
JSR
LDAA
BITA

BNE
SEI

JSR

JMP

RXINI

#REGBS
RXFLG,SYN LKHED

OUTFLG,OUTDYT CKTR
OUTFLG,DATA CKTR
GTRXDT
#BITR
PORTE,X
SERCH
TXINI

TXR

;if SYN=l,go to track data

/complete a byte out?
/if yes,new data incoming?
;get data and process
;ck T/R switch,
;if PE7=l,maitain RX

;if PE7=0,go back to TX
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571 F29F
572 F29F
573 F29F 1226020D
574 F2A3 132702F8
575 F2A7 132780F4
576 F2AB BDF2DD
577 F2AE 20EF
578 F2BO
5-79 F2BO 152602
580 F2B3 1324F005
581 F2B7 142634
582 F2BA 2003
583 F2BC

584 F2BC 142624
585
586 F2BF
58'? F2C3
588 F2C7
589 F2CB
590 F2CF

13260411
13281EOD

591 V7.W.

2 01': It

592 F2D1

LKHED

VRHED

BRCLR
JSR
BRA

RXFLG,RXBYT VRHED ;if a byte received,cheek HEAD
OUTFLG,OUTBYT LKHED ;complete a byte out?
OUTFLG,DATA LKHED
;if no,new data incoming?
GTRXDT
;get. data and process
LKHED

BCLR
BRCLR
BSET
BRA

RXFLG,RXBYT
DARGS,$FO ZRBLK
RXFLG,$34
TRCDAT

ZRBLK

BSET RXFLG,$24

TRCDAT

BRCLR
BRCLR
BRCLR
BRCLR
JSR
Wl\

132702F4

132780FO
BDF2DD

593 F2D4 1D2210
594 F2D'? •7F0026
595 F2DA 7EF283
596 F2DD

BRSET
BRCLR

ENCRI
RETURN

clear RXBYT fig

high 4 bits are '1'?

if yes,set HEAD,PCK and DBDY

if no,set HEAD,DBDY=1,PCK=0

RXFLG,DBDY ENCRI ;complete data body receiving?

SYNRGS,$1E ENCRI ;ck SYNRGS,if sucussive 4 zero,

OUTFLG,OUTBYT TRCDAT ;complete a byte out?
OUTFLG,DATA TRCDAT
;if no,new data incoming?
GTRXDT
;qot data and process
TRCDAT

UCLR TMSK1.X $10
CLR RXFLG

;otC OC/> tlmor
;clear RXFLGs

JMP SERCH

597

598

599
600
601

Get received data

602 F2DD
603 F2DE
604 F2EO
605 F2E2
606 F2E4
607 F2E6

3C
DE2B
A600
972E
6FOO
08

609 F2EA
610 F2EC
611 F2RF
612 lj*2r2
613 F2F4
614 F2F6

2606
152780
CR0070

GTRXDT

8608
972F
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LDX

LDAA
STAA
CLR
INX

608 F2E7 8C0080

W2\}

PSHX

CPX
BNE
BCLR

8VROPT

LDX
STX
LDAA
STAA

ROPINT

;get access addr.

,x

;get a data byte
;data->OUTDAT

,x

;clear (ROPINT)

#RXBFUP

;ROPINT=RXBFUP?

OUTDAT

;ROPINT+1

SVROPT
OUTFLG/DATA

;if no,go to save pointer

;if yes,clear DATA fig
;adjust to low bound of BUFs

#RXBFLW
MOP T NT

;artvo ctnLfl rtccssos polnLor

#$08

OUBINM

;resume OUT bits counter
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615 F2F8 152702

616 F2FB 38
617 F2FC 39

618 F2FD
619 F2FD
620
621
622
623
624
625 F2FD CE1000

626 F300 12268054

GTQIT

638 F319
639 F31A
640 F31D
641 F320

642 F322
643 F324
644 F326
645 F326
646 F328
647 F32B
648 F32D

INTIC2

649 F32E

650 F330
651 F333
652 F334
653 F336
654 F338
655 F33A

656 F33C

SHIFT

47

•790023

790025
9623

8153
2674
9625
7F0035
C605
47
2403
7C0035
5A
26F7
8602
9035
2D5E

657 F33C 1426CO
658 F33F 15263F
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OUTFLG,OUTBYT

;clear OUTBYT fig

RX COmU.ATION INPUT
PROCESSING

627 F304 EC18

628 F306 DD30
629 F308 ECOE
630 F30A ED18
631 F30C A60A
632 F30E 8501
633 F310 2603
634 F312 7EF39A
635 F315
636 F315 47
637 F316 790028

BCLR
PULX
RTS

VSYN1

VS1
VS2

SYN1

LDX
BRSET
LDD
STD
LDD
STD
LDAA
BITA
BNE
JMP
ASRA
ROL
ASRA
ROL
ROL
LDAA
CMPA
BNE
LDAA

CLR
LDAB

ASRA
BCC

INC
DECB
BNE
LDAA
SUBA
BLT
BSET
BCLR

ftREGBS
RXFLG.SYN DTBODY

;if SYN=l,go to get data bit

TOC2,X

;if no,save last pulse incoming time

TCNT.X

/save present time

CRLTML

;in CRLTML

;in TOC2
;sampling PORTE
;bit BISYN=1?
;if yes,go to shift in bit

TOC2,X
PORTE,X

#BISYN

SHIFT
IC2QUT

;if no,fall correlation,quit
;bit. SYN->C

SYNRGS

;C-> LSB of SYNRGS
;bit DATA->C

RXRGS
PRERX
RXRGS

;(C)->LSB of RXRGS

;MSB of RXRGS->LSB of PRERX
;check content, of RXRGS

#FSYN

;=FSYN?

PRERX

;if yes, check at least 3 zeros

IC2QUT

;if no,quit

PRMCNT
#$05

;in low 5 bits of PRERX?

VS2

PRMCNT
VS 1

#$02

PRMCNT
IC2QUT

;if no,false SYN,quit

RXFLG,$CO
RXFLG,$3F

;if yes,set SYN^l and PN^l
/clear left bits in RXFLG
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659
660
661
662
663

F34B
66/1 F3^1D
665 F31F
666 F352

667
668
669
670
6-71

LDD

F-342 EC18

F344 9330
F346 C30008
F349 DD34

SUBD
ADDD
STD
ADDD
ST I)

E318
KD18
IC2240

8608
F354 972D
F356 2042
F358
F358 EC18
F35A D334

nsi-;T

LDAA
STAA
BRA
DTBODY

STD

F35C ED18
673 F35E A60A
6-72
6~74

LDAA
ASRA
ROL
ASRA
ROL
DKC

F360 47

675 F361 790028
676 F364 47
6-77

6-78

F365 -790023
F368 •/A002D

F36B 2621)
680 F36D 9623
681 F36F C608

6', 9

F371 D'72D
F373 1226E007
F37"? 9724
F3-79 142602
F37C 201C
687 F37E
688 F37E DE29
689 F380 13261005

UN I':
l.DAA

LDAB
STAR
BRSET
STAA
BSET
BRA

682
683
684
685
686

SVRXDT

690 F384 A700

G91 F306 142700
692
693
694
695
696
697

F389
F38A
F38D
F38F
F392
F395

699
700
701
702

F39A 1D23BD
F39D 3B
F39E
F39E

08

8C0080
2606
152604
CE0070
DF29

690 f 3 97 ClilOOO
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LDD
ADDD

SKIP

SVPIT
IC2QUT

LDX
BRCLR

STAA
nSRT
1NX

CPX

BNE
BCLR
LDX
STX
Lt)X
BCLR
RTI

TOC2,X

caculace Lncoming Lime InLervol

CRLTML
#$08

plus a delta

CRLINV

save intervel time in CRLINV

TOC2,X

add sampling constant in timer

TOC2,X
TMSK1,X 540

set next expecting sampling time
on OC2 (1/9. 6k t.lmer)

RBICNT
IC2QUT

quit

lt$08

set receiving bit counter

TOC2.X

CRLINV
TOC2,X
PORTE,X

add sampling constant in timer

set next expecting sampling time
get PORTE state

bit SYN->C

C-> LSB of SYNRGS
bit DATA->C
(C)->LSB of RXRGS
8 bits in RXRGS already?

SYNRGS
RXRGS

mucN'r

IC2QUT
RXKGS

1f no,qu ll.
if yes,copy conlenL of RXRGS

B$08

RBICNT
RXFLG,$EO SVRXU'l
DARGS
RXFLG,RXBYT
IC2QUT

resume RBTCNT=8
if HEAD detected,go to save data
iE no,save (A) to DARGS

set RXBYT fig

RIPINT
RXFLG,PCK SKIP

;set saving point

,x

;if PCK=1,saving

;if PCK=0,NOT saving

;set DATA fig

OUTFLG,DATA

/IUPINTI I
;(RIPINT)=RXBUUP?

#RXBFUP
SVPIT

;if no,quit
;if yes, clear DBDY fig
;adjust to low bound

RXFLG,DBDY

#RXBFLH
RIPINT
HRRcns
TFLG1,X $BD

;save new pointer
;cir tC21-',OC2l'-
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703

704

Data sampling (1/9.6K)

705
706

707 F39E CE1000
708 F3A1 EC18
709 F3A3 D334
710
711
712
713
714

F3A5
F3A7
F3A9
F3AA
F3AD
-715 F3AE
716 F3B1
717 F3B4

INTOC2

ADDD
ST D
LDAA
ASRA
ROL
ASRA
ROL
DEC
BNE
LDAA
LDAB
STAB
BRSET

ED18
A60A
47
790028
47
790023
7A002D
262D

718 F3B6 9623
719 F3B8 C608

720 F3BA D72D
721 F3BC 1226E007
722 F3CO 9721
723 F3C2 142602
724 F3C5 201C

725

F3CF
730 F3D2
731 F3D3
732 F3D6
733 F3D8
734 F3DB
735 F3DE
736 F3EO
737 F3E3
'729

142780
08
8C0080
2606
152604
CE0070
DF29
CE1000
1D23BD

738 F3E6 3B

739
740
741
742
743
744
745 F3E7 CE1000
746 F3EA EC1A
University of Sherbrooke

CSVRDT

JUMPSV

CSVPIT

OC2QUT

#REGBS

TOC2,X
CRLINV

;add sampling constant in timer

TOC2,X

;sefc next expecting sampling time

PORTE,X

;get PORTE state

SYNRGS

;C-> LSB of SYNRGS

;bit SYN->C
;bit DATA->C

RXRGS
RBICNT
OC2QUT
RXRGS

;(C)->LSB of RXRGS
;8 bits in RXRGS already?
;if no,quit

;if yes,copy content of RXRGS

#$08

RBICNT
RXFLG,$EO CSVRDT

;resume RBICNT=8

S't'AA

DARGS .

;if no,savo (A) fco DARGS

BSF.T

KXFI.C, RXBYT
OC2QUT

;i;ol. KXHYT Nq

RIPINT
RXFLG,PCK JUMPSV

;set saving point

,x

;if PCK=1,saving

BKA

F3C-7

726 F3C7 DE29
727 F3C9 13261005
728 F3CD A700

LDX
LDD

LDX
BRCLR
STAA
DSET
INX
CPX
BNE
BCLR
LDX
STX
LDX
BCLR
RTI

; quit.

OUTFLG,DATA

#RXBFUP

CSVPIT
RXFLG,DBDY

;if no,quit
;if yes,clear DBDY fig
;ad just to low bound

#RXBFLW
RIPINT
#REGBS

;save new pointer

;clr IC2F,OC2F

TFLG1,X $BD

** Data out serve (4.8kb) **

LDX
LDD

;if PCK=0,NOT saving

;set DATA fig
;RIPINT+1
;(RIPINT)=RXBUUP?

******************************************

INTOC3

;if HEAD detected,go to save data

#REGBS

TOC3,X
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F3EC C301AO
748 F3EF ED1A

ADDD
STD
BRSET
ASL
BCC
RSET
BRA
BCLK
BSE:T
DEC
BNE
BSET
BCLR
BCLR

•M"?

-749
-750

F3F1 12270218

F3F5 78002E

751 F3F8 2405
752 F3FA IC0802
753
751
755
756
757
758
759

F3FD
F3FF
F402
F405
F408
F40A
F40D

2003
1D0802
1C0020
7A002F
2603

ZE DAT
SAMP

142702
1D0020
760 F410 1D23DF
761 F413 3B

OC3QI

RTI

HOUT?RD
TOC3.X
OUTFLG,OUTBYT OC3QIT
OUTDAT
ZEDAT
PORTD,X DATOUT
S AMP
PORTD,X DATOUT
PORTA,X CLKOUT
OUBINM
OC3QIT
OUTFLG,OUTBYT
PORTA,X CLKOUT
TFLG1,X $DF

set next. OUT time
;if no new data,quit
MSB of OUTDAT->C

if C=0,jump
K C=l,sot Pl)l"l
if C=0,set PD1=0
set OC3=l,as OUT clock
out 8 bits already?
if no, quit
if yes,set fig OUTBYT=1
set OC3=0
clr OC3 interupt fig

Symbol Table:
Symbol Name Value Def.ft Line Number Cross Reference

BAUD
BEGIN

002B *00038

B I DAT
BISYN
BITNUM
BITR

0002 *00060

FOOD *00168

0020-?

00140 00141 00143 00144 00145 00149
00158 00159 00160

0001 *00059
0020 *00108
0080 *00061
F15C *00389
F292 *00565
F273 *00546
0020 *00074

00632

CRLTML

FOC2
F270
FOBF
0034
0030

00280
00519
00229
00662 00671 00709
00628 00660

CSVPIT
CSVRDT
DARGS
DATA
DATOUT

F3DE *00735
F3C7 *00726
0024 *00113
0080 *00070
0002 *00073

CKEXB
CKTR

CLBUF
CLKOUT
CLIU
CLRBF
CLRXBF

CLTXBF
CRLINV

CRLTMP

F038 *0020l

*00277
*00545
*00276
*00125

*00123

0032 *00124
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00454

00481

00184 00565
00366
00562 00563
00549
00755 00759

00503 00501

00204

00732
00721
00580 00684 00722
00563 00575 00589 00610 00691 00729
00752 00754
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DBDY

DDRD

DTACCS
DTBODY
DTPRCE
EDGTM1
EDGTM2
ENCRI
EOBFR
EXIT
EXIT1
EXIT3

EXITS
EXIT"?

FILL
FINI
FSYN

GOBFA

GTBYTl

GTDY'['(•:

GTDCNT

GTQIT

GTRXDT
HEAD
HPRIO
IC2QUT
IDLE
INI
INIT
INTIC2

INTIC3
INTOC2
INTOC3
INTOC4

INTPAI
INVPRD
JUMPSV
LKHED
NFSYN
NPN
OC2QUT
OC3QIT

OFFSPI
OPTION

0004 *00067
0009 *00020
0017 *00102

F358 *00670
FOF9 *00333
0000 *00086
0002 *00087
F2D4 *00593
OOOF *00096
F11F *00354
F169 *00394
F1FB *00467
F224 *00491
F242 *00511
F133 *00370
F23F *00510
0053 *00055
F176 *00405
F204 *00478

vm'

'[001'?5

00 IF "00107
F2FD "00616
F2DD *00602
0020 *00065
003C *00044
F39A *00699
F1EE *00462
F033 *00199
003D *00045
F2FD *00625
FOCB *00289
F39E *00707
F3E7 *00745
FOEC *00319
F181 *00416
F1A7 *00430

F3D2
F29F
OOAC
0058
F3E3
F40D
F19B
0039
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*00730
*00573

*00056

*00058

*00737
*00759
*00425
*00043

00586 00695 00733
00261 00537

00233 00391 00435

00626
00178 OOIS'7
00308 00311

00307 00310
00586 00587
00338 00342

00333

00367 00379 00389
00420 00423 00428 00460

00486
00508
00364
00504

00238
00402

0024-7

00642

00122

00250 00103 0010') 001'K)
00564 005-/6 00590

00634 00643 00655 00668 00679 00686
00433
00172

00151
00150
00148
00147
00146
00142
00421 00427
00727
00561 0057/1 00575 00577
00501
00717 00724
00749 00757
00417
00170
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OUBINM
OUTBYT

OUTDAT

OUTFLG
OUTPRD
PACNT
PACTL
PCK
PCKCNT
PERIOD
PN
PORTA
PORTD

PORTE

002F
0002
002E
0027
01AO

0027

0026
0010

001E
0006
0040
0000
0008

PPN

OOOA
OOA6

PRDTIM
PREA
PRERX
PRMCNT

0000
0025
0035

PRDMSR

PS DATA
PSHCNT
RAMBS1
RAMBS2

RBICNT

REFINV
REGBS
RETURN
RIPINT
ROMBS

ROPINT

RX
RXBFLW
RXBFUP

RXBYT

RXFLG

RXINI

RXRGS
SAMP

SCCR1
SCCR2
SCDATA

FODC
0004

F-120

001D
0000

0040
002D
0008

1000

*00122
*00071
*00121
*00116
*00076
*00034
*00033
*00066
*00106
*00089
•00064
*00018
*00019
*00021
*00057
*00305
*00088
*00054
*00114
*00126
*0036l
*00105
*00013
*00015
*00120
*00090
*00014

F2D7 *00594
0029 *00118
FOOD *00016
002B *00119
F27C *00557
0070 *00051
0080 *00052
0002 *00068
0026 *00115
F243 *00519
0023 *00112
F402 *00755

002C *00039
002D *00040
0010 *00097
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00525 00614 00756

00562 00574 00588 00615 00"749 00758

00605 00750
00562 00563 00574 00575 00588 00589 00610 00615 00691 00729 00749 00-758
00747
00256 00<)58 00465
00254 00528

00689 00727

00251 00385 00387

00290 00294

00217 00264 00265 00118 OQ'125 00529 00755 00759

00752 00754
00185 00566 00631 00673 00711

00499

00289

00291 00309

00450
00640 00645

006-16 00650 0065/1

00179 001 HO

00249 00376 O03'/8 00300
00015 00084 00128 00199

00048

00524 00667 00678 00682 00716 00720
00219 00296 00321
00168 00183 00205 00252 00305 00319 00416 00455 00463 00526 00559 00625
00698 00707 00736 00745

00521
00138
00522
00192
00052

00688 00697 00726 00735

00167
00603 00612

00520 00545 00611 00696 00734
00548 00608 00693 00731

00573 00579 00685 00723
00531 00561 00573 00579 00581 00584 00586 00594 00626 00657 00658 00683
00685 00689 00695 QO'721 00723 00727 00733

00557
00639 00641 00677 00680 00715 00718
00753
00209
00211
00351 00371
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SCDR

SCRMB

SCRMB1
SCRMB2

SCRMB3
SCKMB1
SCSR2
SEND
SERCH
SETTX

SHIFT

SKIP
SNNPN
SNPREA
SPCR
SPDR
SPIBUF
SPISRV
SPSR
STACK

STANDY

STPIN
SVIDX
SVPIT
SVROPT
SVRXDT
SWBUFS

SYN
SYN1

SYNRGS

002F
F101
OOOB
oooc
GOOD

OOOE
002E
F22F

F283

F1CE

F315
F389
F22D
F1D4

0028
002A
0021
F225
0029
OOEO

F221

OOFF

F179
F395

*00042
*00336
*00092
*00093
*00094
-00095
*00041
*00502
*00561
*00447
*00636
*00692
*00501
*00450
*00035
*00037
*00109
*00498
*00036
*00l30
*00490
*0013l
*00406
*0069"7

F2F2 *00612
F37E *00688
F16A "00400
0080 *00063
F33C *00657
0028 *00117

*00048

TCTL2
TDTFLG
TFLG1

0040
0053
0012
0070
413C
OOOE
0020
0021
0011
0023

TIC3
TIINIT
TIPINT

0013 *00100
0015 *00101

TBFALW
TBFBLW
TDUFI.G
TBUFUP
TC60
TCNT
TCTL1

TI--LG2

*00049
*00009

*00050

*00077
*00022
*00027
*00028
*00098
*00030

0025 *00032
0014 *00023
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00350
00221 00339 00347
00336 00348

00500
00567 00595
00439

00633
00689
00498

00445
00213 00259 00426 00456 00527

00502

00451 00478 00498 00505 00507
00419

00487

001-71

00404
00694

00609
00683
00393

00561 00626
00587 00637 00675 00713
00049 00050 00230 00276 00405
00243 00401 00403

00333 00352 00367 OO.T/3 00389 00392 00-138 00111 0044B 00107

00051 00279
00218
00629
00215
00267 00535
00269 00417 00420 00431 00432 00433 00434 00452 00479 00510
00297 00323 00699 00737 00760
00-121 00127 0045<) 00466 00467
00306
00231 00361 00381 00390 00400 00406
00242 00370 00375 00408
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^.WWLJ» — l)Wtn ii?1
TMSK1

TMSK2
TOC2
TOC3
TOC4

TOINIT

TOPINT
TRCDAT
TSTBLK
TX
TX1
TX2
TXDATA

TXEND

TXINI
TXR
VCLM
VCOP
VILLOP

VI RQ

VPAO
VRHED
VRTI
VS 1
VS2
VSIC
VSPI
VSWI
VSYN1
VTIC1
VTIC2

VTIC3

VTOC1

VTOC2
VTOC3

VTOC4
VTOC5
VTOF
VTPAI
VTRST
VX IRQ
ZEDAT
ZRBLK

0022
0024
0018
001A
001C
0019

*00029
*00031
*00024
*00025
*00026
*00103
001B *00104
F2BF *00586
0022 *00110
FOOD *001-74
F011 *oom
F01E *00183
OOOA *00091
F02F *00191
F066 *00229
F01D *00182
FFFC *00159
FFFA *00158
FFF8 *00157
FFF2 *00154
FFDC *00143
F2BO *00579
FFFO *00153
F32D *00648
F333 *00651
FFD6 *00140
FFD8 *00141
FFF6 *00156
F326 *00645
FFEE *00152
FFEC *00151
FFEA *00150
FFE8 *00149
FFE6 *00148
FFE4 *00147
FFE2 *00146
FFEO *00145
FFDE *00144

FFDA
FFFE
m-4
F3FF
F2BC
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*00142
*00l60
*00155

*00'754

*00584

00258 00533 00593 0066b
00263

00627 00630 00659 00663 00664 00670 006-72 00708 00710

00746 00748
00320 00322
00232 00136 00488

00237 00137 00475 00482
00582 00588 00589 00591
001-77 00222 00462
00180
00177 00189
00186

00174 00569
00570

00573

00652

00649

00751
00580
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Annex C — Provram Uf-l
Errors:

Labels:
Last

Program Address:

Last

Storage Address:
Program Bytes:
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None

195
$F413
$FFFF
$043E

1086
86
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